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FISHERMEN, PIER OWNERS
WORK TOGETHER ON
PORTLAND DREDGING

RAPID RESPONSE TEAM FOR
LOBSTER HEALTH FORMED

By Melissa Waterman

Thanks to the support from Maine’s lobster license plate holders, the Lobster
Institute and the Maine Aquatic Animal Health Laboratory at the University of
Maine have formed a Rapid Response Team (RRT) to look at issues related to
lobster health. The RRT’s goal is to promote better recognition within Maine’s
lobster industry that early reporting
and diagnosis of presumed diseased or
deformed lobsters is critical to gauging
the population’s susceptibility to new
and emerging pathogens.

It’s no fun seeing your gear
stuck in the mud. “On a
moon tide the floats [at
Union Wharf in Portland]
are on the muck. They
slope so your gear gets
pushed off or washed off,”
explained Frank Strout,
a Cape Elizabeth lobsterman who has berthed
his 36-foot boat at Union
Wharf for more than 35
years. “Some of the bigger
boats turn up rope or logs
at low tide and damage
their propellers. It’s just
gotten more and more difficult to navigate.”

The Portland waterfront is getting
shallower, causing trouble among its
fishing fleet. City of Portland photo.

Wharf owners in Portland have a problem: too much sediment. Over the decades, water depths around their wharves and piers have diminished as sediment steadily accumulated. “Some piers were dredged in past decades,” said
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The intent is to make it fast and easy
for lobstermen to tap into this Team’s
expertise in order to more conveniently have possibly-diseased or malformed lobsters quickly assessed.
Lobstermen are encouraged to report
If you see a diseased lobster,
such lobsters to the RRT for early observation and diagnosis. Lobstermen
contact the RRT.
should remember the directions of the
K. Bennett photo.
RRT’s A.C.E. card: Assess your lobsters
to see if you think they should be reported, Capture a photo of suspicious-looking lobster, and then E-mail the photo to the RRT at lobsterinstitute@maine.
edu or call them 207-581-2767. The RRT will then determine if a lobster should
Continued on page 20

Continued on page 18
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LAUNCHPAD PROGRAM TO
HELP ENTREPRENEURS
By Briana Warner
Reprinted courtesy of The Working Waterfront
The Island Institute’s economic development programming focuses
on the idea that interlinked, strong and diverse businesses will make
island and remote coastal communities not only sustainable, but help
them thrive.

Kennebunk, ME 04043

Many island and coastal business owners have told us that having
access to patient, flexible capital is essential for their communityfocused businesses to work.

P.O. Box 315

Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance

We know that helping individual entrepreneurs succeed is a key way
we can help enhance a strong coastal economy. With support from
the John T. Gorman Foundation, we recently rolled out our Island
and Coastal Business Launchpad program—a comprehensive suite
of small business support services that include small business counseling, professional development grants, loans and financial and digital literacy trainings.

The Island Institute knows that living in a geographically isolated
community challenges entrepreneurs. It’s more difficult for them to
access professional development and financial training, because of
travel constraints and money lost from leaving the business for an
extended period. We work to make it easy to become involved with
our program at the individual or community level—just reach out to
anyone on our economic development team at the Institute and we
will work with you to identify how we can help your business.
Here are some examples of ways the Island Institute’s Launchpad program can help:
Continued on page 21
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President’s

NOTES

COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

You see it everywhere this month: lobstermen overhauling their gear, splicing lines, painting buoys, rigging traps,
getting ready for the lobster season. A few boats are in the
water but many are in boatyards where new engines, exhausts, or electronic equipment are being installed. The
coast may seem quiet but in fact May is a busy time of the
year for Maine lobstermen as the stories in this month’s
Landings highlight.
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In Portland, lobstermen, city officials, environmentalists
and wharf and pier owners are wrestling with a complicated problem. Over the decades, the depths around many
of the public and private wharves that make Portland a
robust working harbor have decreased due to sediment.
To keep these facilities available to fishing vessels, lobster
boats, ferries, and recreational vessels, those sediments
must be removed. The issue is where
to put them, given that they are likely
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solution to this issue.
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We also feature an update on the participants in the Maine
Lobster Leadership Institute, a program of the Maine
Lobstermen’s Community Alliance. Fourteen young lobstermen and women began their studies of lobster science,
management and business in February. Since then they
have attended numerous meetings and conferences as a
means of better understanding the broader world in which
lobstering exists. Some went to the Seafood Expo North
America in Boston in March, where seafood vendors from
throughout the world vie to promote their products. Some
attended a media training sponsored by the Maine Lobster
Marketing Collaborative, and a business training focused
on using QuickBooks software Others attended the Joint
Committee on Marine Resources work sessions and public
hearings in Augusta, learning first-hand how public policy
is made. In May, the group will travel
to Prince Edward Island to live and
fish with lobstermen in that province. It’s an exciting time for these
future lobster industry leaders.
The Island Institute is offering a
new program designed to help island and coastal residents successfully start new businesses. Called the
Launchpad Program, it offers a range
of small business support services
such as business counseling, professional development grants, financial
and digital literacy trainings and,
most importantly, grants and loans.
Brianna Warner explains the scope
of the program in this issue.

Another issue that is causing concern among fishermen is the rising
level of acidity in the Gulf of Maine
and other water bodies. As more carMay is the time when Maine’s lobsterbon dioxide enters the ocean from
men work on gear and get their boats
the atmosphere, a chemical converready for the upcoming season.
sion leads to an increase in the acidMLA photo.
ity of seawater. That in turn affects
those animals with calcium-based
shells, such as crabs, shellfish and lobsters. Research un- Geoff Irvine, executive director of the Lobster Council of
dertaken by a scientist at Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Canada, provides an overview of the many lobster marketSciences in East Boothbay indicates that kelp beds have a ing efforts underway in the Maritime Provinces. The four
localized effect on carbon dioxide levels in seawater. That provinces collectively land more lobster than Maine, yet
research may lead the way to improved environmental have never agreed on a collective marketing strategy for
their product. However, last year the federal government
conditions in near-shore areas of the Gulf.
This year will be the first year that the new lobster Rapid introduced the Canadian Brand for agricultural and seaResponse Team will be active. The Team, created through food products. Now Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island,
The Lobster Institute at the University of Maine, stands Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador have all come
ready to evaluate any unusual or diseased lobster spotted out with their own seafood brands. The push to market
by a lobsterman. As Cathy Billings of the Lobster Institute Canadian lobster as a premium product is on!
explains in this issue, it’s important that researchers know
of any changes taking place in the state’s lobster populations; quickly connecting lobstermen and scientists is part
of that proactive approach.
The Maine lobster fishery continues to thrive, as landings
and value continue to remain high. Still, it’s important for
the next generation of lobstermen to keep their options
open because what’s true today may not be true in ten
years’ time. In this issue, we focus on the Rockland school
district’s successful Fisherman’s Academy, which helps
keep young lobstermen on track in school. The program
combines hands-on learning with traditional classes in an
educational format designed to work with the students’
fishing interests.

Finally, we hear from a lobsterman on Mount Desert Island
who has had enough of the local seal population. Steve
Smith, a seventh-generation fisherman, hauls his traps by
hand in Otter Creek Cove. During the past few years he has
been joined by not one, not two, but close to forty seals
who, he says, have eaten everything in sight. In this issue
of Landings we look at what species those seals may be and
what recourse fishermen have when beset by the omnivorous critters.
Enjoy this beautiful spring weather, and we look forward to
hearing your thoughts and feedback.

DONATE
to the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance
& Support Educational Programs for Lobstermen

MLCA is a 501 (c) 3 non-proﬁt charitable organization.

MLCA | PO Box 315 | Kennebunk, ME | 04043 | www.mlcalliance.org | 207-967-6221
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GUEST COLUMN: Challenges ahead for Maine Marine Patrol
by Col. Jon Cornish

As we leave winter behind, officers in the Maine Marine Patrol are shifting gear
from winter fisheries to spring activity — primarily that means elvers from late
March through May. Officers find themselves working many nights and often
adjusting their sleeping habits to sleep during the day.
With the arrival of good weather, officers will be getting the department’s small
vessel fleet active in order to monitor inshore activity such as lobstering and
recreational fishing and boating. Marine Patrol also uses the spring months
— between elver season and the busy summer lobster season — to accomplish much of the Bureau’s yearly training. This year officers will be learning
a new record management system along with many other skills such as lobster scrubbing identification, whale disentanglement,
boating-while-under-the-influence refresher class, and
advanced drug recognition training. The Bureau is also
planning a spring Advanced Marine Patrol School for
new hires. Two new officers will be graduating from
the Academy in mid-May. They will be going to the
Advanced School for four weeks and then moving directly into the field. The Bureau is currently in the process of hiring two to three additional officers.
Challenges ahead:

The first is Patrol’s ability to detect lobster violations involving sunken trawls
(lobster traps set in an effort to avoid detection generally for the purpose of fishing over the limit). It is very challenging for Patrol to detect trawls that are not
marked by buoys. Lobstermen, on the other hand, are able to find them quite
easily. Nevertheless, through good information and long investigations, Patrol
Officers have had some success in dealing with these violations. It is clear, however, that without strong support from the lobster industry and the Legislature,
our officers will not be effective in the long-term in slowing down this illegal
trend. Patrol needs the ability to place trackers on vessels when probable cause
of a violation exists in order to successfully pursue these types of cases.

Lastly, I want to emphasize that each lobsterman should reach out and work
with your local Marine Patrol Officer before issues arise. Officers cannot be
successful without forming a working relationship with fishermen. It has always been clear to me that officers with trusted working relationships within
their areas are by far the most successful when it comes to making solid violation cases.
We need you as much as you need us. We can only be successful by working
together.
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The third challenge involves the drug addiction epidemic that exists in the fishing industry as it does in the
Col. Cornish is the chief
community at large.
of Maine’s Marine Patrol
We have seen several
Bureau. DMR photo.
overdoses within the
fishing fleet and know
that addiction plays a role in at least some of the high
profile conservation violations we have detected. This
challenge is not a simple one. Marine Patrol is dealing
with addictions that entice people to commit acts that they normally would
not. The Bureau will continue to look at options to train officers to recognize
drug abuse and at the potential for drug testing within the industry. There are
no easy answers when it comes to this crisis.

It is very challenging for
Patrol to detect trawls that
are not marked by buoys.
Lobstermen, on the other
hand, are able to find them
quite easily.

Just as the fishing industry continues to meet challenges so too does the Marine
Patrol. In my opinion there are three large-scale challenges that face the Bureau
that have been and continue to be relevant.
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The second challenge deals with the Bureau’s
aging fleet of vessels. We spend a large portion of our budget maintaining the current
fleet. As the vessels age, the cost of upkeep
mounts. Lobstermen know that the cost
to replace a 40’ to 50’ vessel is exorbitant.
Marine Patrol is doing what it can to keep
these costs at a minimum by seeking out
grant funding as well as looking at alternatives to building new vessels. At the end of
the day, however, there are no clear answers.
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GUEST COLUMN: Multiple lobster marketing efforts underway in Canada
By Geoff Irvine

In this era of “branding” virtually everything, the Canadian lobster sector has
at its disposal a wide array of branding options that exporters and marketers
can tailor to individual customers and markets.
In 2010, the Lobster Council of Canada commissioned a comprehensive study, “The Long-Term Value Strategy for Canadian
Lobster,” that we thought would culminate in a marketing
plan for Canadian lobster. What we learned was that before
we could effectively implement a marketing strategy there
were significant steps to take to improve the “marketability”
of Canadian lobster. Measures were taken to improve handling
and quality, from the boats to the plants, and our understanding of how prices were set for harvesters and in the market,
and finally, to develop a brand for Canadian lobster.

(high quality, wide variety, live and processed) and
process (sustainability, traceability, food safety). A
clean new graphic image can be used by exporters
to show their customers that the lobster in the box,
whether processed or live, fulfills the brand promise of “the world’s highest quality
and most flavourful live and processed lobster.”
Provinces and lobstermen’s organizations have developed new
seafood brands. Nova Scotia
is focused on the pure ocean
Geoff Irvine is the
providing high quality fish and
executive
seafood. Quebec’s agri-food
director of the
branding program, “Aliments
du Quebec,” focuses on 22,000
Lobster Council of
certified products from 1,200
Canada.
firms. The Prince Edward Island
LCC photo.
Fishermen’s Association “Master
Lobster” brand is based on fair
trade; the Newfoundland and Labrador Fish, Food and
Allied Workers’ brand is focused on traceability. Harvesters
from Forchu, Cape Breton, have developed a brand in collaboration with their major customer in New York City that
highlights the pristine waters and individual owner/operators who catch the product.

During the intervening years and based on consumer demand,
boardroom pressures, politics and the perceived need to differentiate lobster almost to the individual port, we have seen the
development of a dizzying array of “brands” involving country
or province of origin, linkage to harvester groups, sustainability, food safety, traceability, and soon, social license.
Year after year, Canada is recognized as having one of the top
“country” brands in the world. In the most recent rankings we
finished second to Switzerland, with a worldwide reputation
for strength in categories like respect for our environment,
business trustworthiness and regulatory structure. Armed
with this powerful opportunity, the federal government has
developed a Canada Brand program for the agri-food sector
that provides a suite of tools including graphic images, photographs and language to help marketers tell the story of
Canadian fish and seafood. It focuses on our reputation for
cold, clean oceans and safe and reliable products.

In response to consumer and boardroom demand, a wide
variety of branding opportunities have focused on sustainability, food safety and traceability. With 98 % of Canadian
lobster in the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) sustainability program, Canadian exporters actively promote the
positive images of eco-certification. Many processing plants
have third party food safety certification through the British
Retail Consortium (BRC), covering 17,000 plants in 90 countries. Both of these programs demand complete traceability
of raw materials and final product, from the harvesters to
the consumer.

The Canadian Lobster Brand Program provides a clear set of
core values focused solely on lobster and is based on attributes
of place (the environment, the people and tradition), product

New England Marine & Industrial
www.newenglandmarine.com

Lobster Bands
We carry:
Printed and Non Printed
Sheddar
Standard
Cold Water Shedder
Jumbo
Buy them by the 1 pound bag, by the case or by the
pallet. We also offer wholesale and volume
discounts. Call and ask to speak to a salesman.

Most companies spend every hour of every day carefully cultivating and developing their own corporate brand. Recent examples from the airline and softdrink sectors show us how this can be done effectively or very poorly. Many
lobster exporters and marketers have developed well-known industry and consumer brands and they use them to their advantage in key markets.
If you put these programs all together it is clear that Canadian lobster marketers have a wide array of branding options at their disposal. They can customize
language to specific geographic markets (Chicago or Shanghai), to trade audiences (chefs and chain/retail buyers) or consumers (e-commerce in Asia, consumers in Belgium or Vancouver). They can point to the place where Canadian
lobster is harvested, the people who make it happen, the rich history, sustainability, food safety and the fact that we produce hundreds of high quality lobster products.
When we embarked on the process to define the core values of the Canadian
lobster brand one of the first things I learned was that brands do not live and
die on what you say, they thrive and endure based on what you do. It is our
goal in Canada to continue to build on this work to ensure that we deliver our
customers the world’s highest-quality and most flavorful live and processed
lobster, every single day.

Spongex Buoys
Full selection of sizes
in Stock

Dayglo &
Flexabar
Buoy Paint

200 Spaulding Tpke
Portsmouth, NH
603-436-2836

Worcester Cow Hide Bait
We carry Regular and Hairless Bait
Call for Special Pricing on both 5 pail
purchases and pallet (20 pails) purchases
“One week notice needed on pallet purchases”

294 Ocean St
Brant Rock, MA
781-834-9301

86 Cemetary Rd
Stonington, ME
207-367-2692

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pailss

www.bessybait.com
Phone: 603.300.2846 or 603.300.2849
Email: info@bessybait.com
Bessy Bait is sold at our warehouse located at
155 Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!
Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.

Approved
Maine Labeling
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GUEST COLUMN: Small boat scallopers now in a state of limbo
By Ben Martens

The first of March marked the opening of the 2017 federal scallop fishing season and already the shells are flying. 2016 had the best scallop landings in over
20 years in the Gulf of Maine. If you combine state and federal landings, almost
a million pounds came out of an area that only 11 years ago, produced less than
100,000 pounds. This is an extraordinary turn around considering the value of
scallops, something that Maine must embrace, steward, and protect.
Instead of fostering growth, loopholes in federal management are on the brink
of undercutting any future this fishery has for Mainers. The state of Maine has a
management plan that is proactive in protecting and growing the scallop stock
for the future by incorporating area-based management, rotating closures, and
paying close attention to the landings within state waters. The federal waters
fishery is another story. That fishery is in jeopardy of being lost to Maine’s fishermen for another decade unless something can be done to quickly stem the
over-exploitation of a stock that is just starting to return to our federal waters.
Management of the federal scallop fishery is complex. In April of 2008, NOAA
Fisheries published the Final Rule for Amendment 11 to the federal scallop
fishery management plan. This plan established three categories of permits
for the federal scallop fishery and set the standard for scallop management
throughout New England and the Mid-Atlantic regions. The three categories of
permits established are: Limited Access (LA) representing 95% of the allowable
catch and managed through days-at-sea; General Category (GC) which has a
5% allocation of the catch and is managed through allocation and trip limits;
and the Northern Gulf of Maine (NGOM) which is managed through a total allowable catch in the NGOM area with a 200 pound trip limit.
LA and GC boats were put into a permit class based upon an individual’s landings over a series of years. Unfortunately for Gulf of Maine fishermen, the years
picked to establish the baseline were at a time of very low abundance of scallops in the Gulf. The result is that there were no landings for many Maine permit holders and Maine was in the position to lose almost all access to the federal scallop fishery. The Department of Marine Resources threw a ‘Hail Mary’ at
the New England Fishery Management Council and was successful in creating
this third permit class for the Northern Gulf of Maine. This new class was to
ensure at least a minimal level of access for Maine’s boats.
A line was drawn in the ocean, just north of Cape Cod and to the east about
60 miles, and the NGOM permitted boats were given a small fishery. It was the
assumption of many that there was not much to catch in this area and that
there wouldn’t be for the foreseeable future. As is typical, much of the focus
in Amendment 11 was on the more profitable components of the fishery. The
NGOM was an afterthought. But now that the fishery is returning, the management plan is being stressed to the point of breaking.

ing on to other fishing grounds. The LA boats
are not to blame, they are fishermen and legally
allowed to do this. But the lack of a comprehensive management plan for the NGOM has led to
a derby fishery where everyone is trying to catch
as many scallops as quickly as possible. This issue was brought to the New England Fisheries
Management Council last year and nothing was
done to address the problem.
This year, a new stock assessment was completed which suggested over 400,000 pounds
Ben Martens is the
could safely be taken out of the NGOM. The
executive director of the
return of a fishery to an area that had lost scalMaine Coast Fishermen’s
lops decades ago should have been celebrated.
Association. MCFA photo.
Instead, the assessment team struggled to
determine how to set a TAC that would also
constrain the LA boats. NGOM fishermen also feared that the management
loopholes would lead to a quick end to the rebuilding of this fishery so the allowable catch was again set at a little over 70,000 pounds. The hope was that
effort would be similar to last year, small boats would hit their marks, LA boat
would catch 300,000 pounds, and the Council would have time to better address the issue.
What no one could have known at the time though, was that the effort from LA
boats was poised to increase dramatically, far more than it was ever expected.
Based upon preliminary data, NOAA believes that over 1 million pounds of scallops are going to be taken out of this area before the TAC is hit. This is more than
double the amount scientists recommended be caught in this rebuilding area.
This leaves Maine’s small boat fleet and New Hampshire and Massachusetts
fishermen in a state of limbo. The NEFMC has stated its intent to address this
issue over the next year but the options available are limited. A quick fix must
be put in place to stop the bleeding and protect whatever remains of the stock
to ensure this does not happen again next year. We must also recognize that
the system as it is currently constituted is destined to fail. User conflict between permit types was unavoidable once the biomass returned, and instead
of putting a band-aid on this issue, we need a council process to fully address,
protect, and plan for the long-term future of this fishery.

The cracks started to appear last year when a large bed of scallops was found
off Stellwagon Bank in the southern-most extent of the NGOM and LA boats
began harvesting within the inshore grounds. The result was that in 2016, a
year when the allowable catch for the NGOM was set at 70,000 pounds, 300,000
pounds were plucked from this area.
How did this happen? Well, despite the NGOM being established as its own
area, with a discrete stock assessment, boats with LA permits are allowed in
the NGOM area under their own, separate, management plan. This occurs even
though the stock assessment process that determines the number of days available to fish for the LA boats ignores these fishing grounds to focus on the more
heavily populated Georges Bank. The allowable catch for the NGOM doesn’t
apply to the LA fleet. But, because of how the regulations are written, the entire
area is still shut down when the TAC is caught by the small boats fishing in the
area. In the six weeks it took NGOM and GC boats to catch 70,000 pounds in
2016, the LA boats raced to catch as many pounds as they could before mov-
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Need a lender
who understands

you?

Farm Credit East specializes in providing loans and lines of credit
to Maine’s commercial ﬁshing industry.
With long- and short-term ﬁnancing options for real estate, boats and
equipment, Farm Credit East is the right choice for you. We provide attractive
rates and solid advice for aquatic businesses of every type and size.
Our lending experts understand your business.
Call them today at the branch ofﬁce closest to you.

Loans and leases for:
Boats / Trucks / Real estate / Wharves / Bait storage facilities / Equipment
Haul out and repair / Operating lines / Permits

Highest quality ropes made in Maine
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800.831.4230 / FarmCreditEast.com
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Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244-4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372-6941
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846-9279
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 829-2109
John Tripp, Spruce Head, 691-9744
Chris Welch, Kennebunk, 205-2093
Jack Young, Vinalhaven, 863-4905
Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Navigator
Alisha Keezer
alisha@mainelobstermen.org

Membership Director
Andi Pelletier
andi@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
2 Storer St., Suite 203
Kennebunk, ME 04043
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org

Board of Directors’
meeting schedule
All meetings take place
at Darby’s Restaurant,
Belfast, unless otherwise
indicated.
May 3, 5 p.m.
June 7, 5 p.m.

It’s been a crazy spring and the busiest few months I have
experienced in my 17 years with the MLA. The volume and
seriousness of the issues that our lobster industry faces
seem unending.
Things really took off after the forum in March. The
MLA conducted a lobster quality tour, took a bus of industry members to the International Seafood Expo in
Boston, attended New England Fishery Management
Council (NEFMC) herring meetings, attended a conference in Oregon on reducing whale entanglements in the
Dungeness crab fishery and attended Marine Resources
Committee public hearings and work sessions.

Improving enforcement of our lobster laws is the MLA’s top
priority for 2017. The system is beginning to break down
with violations becoming too common, and too many bad
players making a lot of money by cheating. The MLA testified in support of LD 1379 because we have heard loud
and clear from the industry that the enforcement crisis has
reached a critical point and must be fixed.
However, this must be done in a way that protects lobstermen. The MLA has advocated that the Legislature require an authority outside the DMR, such as the Attorney
General’s office, to sign off before any covert surveillance
can be conducted. While the MLA believes that the DMR
and its Marine Patrol do an excellent job, today’s leaders
will not always be there. It is important that any changes
put in place serve the lobster industry over the long haul.

And in April, we kept going. This time the MLA attended
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC)
herring meetings, spoke about Maine lobstermen’s efforts
to protect right whales
at the Marine Mammal
Commission’s
annual
meeting, presented testimony on allowing lobstermen to continue to fish
in proposed coral zones
at the Council’s Habitat
Committee
and
full
Council meetings, represented Maine lobstermen at the Atlantic Large
Whale Take Reduction
Team meeting in Rhode
Island and attended
more Marine Resources
Committee public hearThis spring MLA staff have attended a tangle of reguings and work sessions.
latory meetings, whale conferences, and numerous

I am so grateful to the
more than 30 lobstermen from all areas of the
coast who came to the
public hearing in April to
support this bill. These
lobstermen spoke about
the seriousness of the enforcement problem, and
asked the Committee
to make the necessary
changes to tighten up the
bill’s language and move
it forward. Commissioner
Keliher did an outstanding job explaining the
DMR’s intent and the process it would use to implement covert surveillance
Once again, the MLA is
Legislative work sessions and public hearings.
in order to make its cases.
leading the lobster indusMLA photo.
He was clear that any surtry on a vast array of imveillance would take the
portant issues. In fact, the
form
of
a
GPS
tracker
with
no
audio
or video. And he made
MLA was the only lobster organization present at many of
clear
that
no
covert
surveillance
would
take place unless
these meetings. We were the only Maine lobster organization attending the critical Council herring and coral there was probable cause.
meetings and the ASMFC herring meetings. It takes a lot
of time, resources and knowledge to keep the interests of
our industry front and center. For MLA, it has been time
well spent. Managers on the NEFMC and ASMFC are well
aware of the lobster industry’s need for reliable and affordable sources of bait. And the Council is well aware of the
economic devastation it would cause to Downeast lobstermen if it closed the two proposed coral zones to lobstering.
As a result, the Council voted for a “preferred alternative”
that will allow the lobster fishery to continue to operate;
this alternative will go out for public comment in May.

Those who spoke against the bill seemed to agree that
there is an enforcement problem. However, rather than
constructively offer improvements to the bill or note the elements that they could support, instead they offered much
drama and grandstanding at the hearing. From claims that
the DMR would be videotaping lobstermen on their boats
to alleging that the DMR could take their lobster license
for an overdue library book, they sought to distract the
conversation from the important enforcement issues. The
opposition was comprised of only five lobstermen, three
lawyers and one elected official.

Yet, of all the work the MLA has been involved in this
spring, I am most proud of what we’ve done to improve the
enforcement of Maine’s lobster laws. The MLA brought forward our own bill, LD 575, to revamp the penalty structure
for existing laws and establish adequate minimum and
maximum penalties, such as multi-year license suspensions, to deter crimes. The bill grew out of extensive discussions by the MLA Board and feedback from hundreds
of lobstermen through MLA’s surveys.

As of this moment, the bill has yet to go through the work
session and be voted on. Regardless of how this turns out,
I was proud to be on the MLA team in support of this bill.
It really demonstrated the difference between the MLA’s
proactive, thoughtful and constructive approach and the
more divisive, grandstanding tactics used by others aimed
solely at halting progress.

The DMR also brought forward an enforcement bill, LD
1379, to allow covert trackers to be used on vessels to give
Marine Patrol the tools it needs to enforce existing laws.
The DMR’s bill has been controversial. There were questions about the scope of the bill and the possibility of moving too much power to the DMR. However, the intent of the
bill was plain — to give DMR the tools it needs to enforce
existing lobster laws. The DMR has been very clear that
this bill has never been about a power grab; it is about putting tools in place to help Marine Patrol do its job.

As you ready your gear for what I hope will be another
amazing lobster season, you can feel good knowing that
the MLA is listening to you, our members. We have your
back and we are working hard to move this industry forward in a positive direction. Thank you for your support.
As always, stay safe on the water.
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA DIRECTORS’ MEETING
The MLA Board met on April 4 at Darby’s in Belfast. The board welcomed a team
from Emera working on the Atlantic Link Cable project. Nick Welz, a consultant with Tetra Tech, Gerald Weseen, from Emera, and Gil Paquette, a permitting specialist, discussed early plans for this cable transmission project which
would run offshore in the Gulf of Maine from Coleson Cove, New Brunswick, to
Plymouth, Massachusetts. The Atlantic Link is one of two projects that could
pass through Maine waters to deliver clean electricity to Massachusetts. The
state sent out a request for proposals earlier this year. Bids are due in July, with
a service date of summer, 2022.
The Atlantic Link team has been meeting with fishing industry members and
other stakeholders to get feedback on potential routes for the cable. For the
Maine coast, the cable would pass Grand Manan Island and then run through
offshore waters. MLA Directors provided feedback on the initial route. There is
still a lot of planning and survey work to be done for this project

The MLA has spent a lot of time this spring on whale management issues.
Patrice attended a whale conference in Oregon in March to share Maine’s experience in working to reduce risk of entanglement in fishing gear. The MLA also
presented an overview of the Maine lobster industry’s efforts to protect large
whales at the Marine Mammal Commission’s annual meeting in April, and will
represent Maine at the Large Whale Take Reduction Team meeting later in the
month.
The MLA continues to monitor changes at the federal level under the Trump
administration. The MLA is tracking issues of funding for federal agencies that
impact fishing, trade agreements and health care, among others.
The second Maine Lobster Leadership program is going well. Participants have
taken part in many industry events including attending legislative hearings,
media training, business trainings and other industry meetings. The group is
scheduled to visit Prince Edward Island in May.
The MLA Board then had a lengthy discussion on the recent articles in the
Portland Press Herald on the heroin crisis facing Maine. The next MLA Directors
is on May 3 at 5 p.m. at Darby’s.
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
It’s been a busy legislative session in Augusta, with more than 15 bills submitted
that could impact Maine’s lobster industry. The Marine Resources Committee
has been holding public hearings and work sessions on these lobster bills.
To date, only LD 14 An Act to Extend the Legal Hours for Harvesting Lobster
has been passed to be enacted. This will allow lobstermen to begin hauling gear
at 4 a.m. during the month of October. Three bills -- LD 392 An Act Regarding
Haul Times outside the 3 mile Line; LD 129 An Act to Provide Additional
Management for Limited-entry Lobster Zones and LD 616 An Act to Ensure
Consistent Access to Limited Entry Lobster Zones -- have been killed in committee.

The board also welcomed Massachusetts fisherman Billy Chaparelas who
shared his concern about the development of the New England Fishery
Management Council’s (NEFMC) herring plan. He is particularly concerned
about the impact of midwater trawlers on schools of herring, tuna stocks, and
interactions with other nearshore gear.
The MLA has been closely monitoring the development of the NEFMC’s herring
plan.
There are two major components of this plan (Amendment 8). The first is to
develop a new process to set the Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) which determines how much fish will be available for the commercial herring fishery.
To do this, Amendment 8 will consider the role of herring in the ecosystem,
such as their role as a prey species for tuna and sea birds. This involves a lot of
modelling work; management options are still under development.
The second component is to address localized depletion of herring in inshore
waters. The Council is looking at the impact of midwater vessels on the stock.
It has developed a range of management options for consideration including a
status quo scenario for midwater vessels, or a series of restrictions on midwater boats fishing near shore, ranging from a year-round ban in Area 1A to prohibiting midwater vessels within 50 miles from shore. The Council will review
preferred alternatives this fall and then public hearings will be scheduled. The
Council is also working on measures to address haddock bycatch by herring
vessels in offshore waters and development of an industry-funded monitoring
program.

The rest of the bills are still under consideration by the Marine Resources
Committee. Committee members have discussed at length proposed bills to
improve enforcement of lobster laws and to add tools to manage herring and
menhaden landings in Maine. The majority of this work will be completed in
May. The Legislature must finish its work by the third Wednesday in June.
MLA PARTICIPATES IN WHALE MEETINGS
The MLA has been very busy telling Maine’s story about lobstermen’s efforts
to protect endangered whales. In March, MLA’s executive director presented
at a whale conference in Oregon as west coast crab fishermen grapple with
an emerging entanglement issue. Dungeness crab fishermen from California,
Oregon and Washington are seeing a drastic increase in humpback and gray
whales entanglements. It is thought that it has been caused by the domoic acid
outbreak of the last few years which has delayed the opening of the fishery,
greatly increasing the interaction between whales and crab gear. This fishery is
not yet under a Take Reduction Plan, as is New England; fishermen and managers are working proactively to address the problem so that official regulatory
action can be avoided. Fishermen at the conference were extremely appreciative of Maine’s extensive experience in the whale management process, testing
gear modifications and implementing a variety of strategies to reduce entanglement risk.

The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC) is also moving forward with proposed changes to its herring plan to provide the Commission
with more tools and flexibility to manage the amount and timing of herring
landings from Area 1A. The MLA supports this effort and has submitted comments. The Department of Marine Resources (DMR) is also working with the
Legislature to gain additional tools to manage the herring fishery at the state
level. Specifically, DMR is seeking to set a control date of January 2017, to establish a tiered landings programs. Those who landed herring in Maine prior to
the control date would be in the top tier for landings allowance, and those who
came in after that would be in the second landings tier. The DMR is also seeking to restrict issuing the state pelagic licenses to non-residents, unless other
states offer access to a reciprocal license for Maine residents. The Legislature
has not yet voted on these bills.
The Marine Resources Committee has been holding public hearings and work
sessions on many bills that would affect lobstering. The MLA reviewed the progress of the bills to date.
The MLA is supporting Togue Brawn’s nomination to fill Mary Beth Tooley’s
seat on the New England Fishery Management Council. Terry Stockwell from
DMR and James Sulikowski from University of New England have also been
nominated. Appointments will be announced by June 27, 2017.

Dungeness crab fishermen on the West Coast are seeing more whale
entanglements which may be due to a delayed start to the fishery
because of domoic acid outbreaks. P. McCarron photo.
Continued on page 8
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA continued from page 7

testified on the lobster industry’s grave concerns over the economic impacts of
these proposals at the recent Council Habitat Committee and Council meetings.
And the managers have listened. In April the Council agreed that the two coral
zones proposed for downeast Maine should remain open to lobster fishing if
created. The Council’s “preferred alternative” is to ban only mobile bottom tending gear from these areas. However, the process is not yet over. The Council will
hold public hearings on this proposal in May, and the final plan will be voted on
in June. It is extremely important that Maine lobstermen attend these public
hearings to voice concern over any possible closing of these areas to lobstering.
DISCUSSIONS CONTINUE ON HERRING PLAN

MLA executive director Patrice McCarron spoke to members of the Marine
Mammal Commission in April. MMC photo.
MLA’s executive director also spoke at the Marine Mammal Commission’s annual meeting on Maine’s efforts to protect whales. Much attention has been
focused on the recent decline in right whale births and the deteriorating health
and changing behaviors and distributions of right whales. Many in the science
and environmental community blame the fishing industry for the changes.
They are pressuring managers to consider a rope-less fishing strategy, while
others are pushing to implement weak rope for the lobster fishery. The MLA
has been educating these stakeholders on all of the work undertaken by Maine
lobstermen, the lack of a whale management plan for Canadian fishermen and
the need to understand how whales are getting entangled before any new management measures are considered.

The MLA has attended all of the Council and ASMFC meetings to weigh in
on proposed changes to their respective herring management plans. At the
Council, the MLA has been advocating that managers put forward alternatives
for new Allowable Biological Catch (ABC) control rules that ensure a stable
and adequate bait supply for the lobster industry. At the ASMFC, the MLA has
been advocating that the Commission adopt additional management tools to
allow greater flexibility in managing the timing and volume of landings from
the Area 1A herring fishery to ensure a steady supply for fresh herring during
peak lobstering months. The MLA has also testified at the Maine Legislature on
proposals that would give the DMR more flexibility in managing the volume of
herring landings, how those landings are allocated among vessels, and the ability of out-of-state vessels to obtain Maine pelagic fishing licenses.

The MLA will take part in the Take Reduction Team meeting, April 25 to 27, in
Providence, Rhode Island, where it will continue to challenge allegations by
the science community that fishermen are responsible for the declining health
status of right whales, and advocate for better understanding of how entanglements occur.
UPDATE ON CORAL AMENDMENT
MLA staff have attended New England Fishery Management Council meetings
on its proposed Omnibus Coral Amendment which proposes to close an area
around Mount Desert Rock and Outer Schoodic Ridge to lobstering. The MLA

The ASMFC public hearing on changes to the Commission’s herring
management plan drew a large crowd in April. P. McCarron photo.

Summary of Lobster Bills (as of April 26)
LD 14 An Act to Extend the Legal Hours for Harvesting Lobster (Kumiega)

exempts the holder of a marine harvesting demonstration license from the
prohibition on hauling on Sundays in the summer.”

This Act changes time of day fishing restrictions for lobstermen by moving the
start time for hauling in October to 4 a.m.

LD 1359 An Act Regarding Enforcement of Marine Resources Laws and
Suspensions of Marine Resources Licenses (Kumiega); PH 4/24/17

Still in Progress

“This bill would allow marine patrol to place covert surveillance equipment
on a lobster vessel if there is probably cause of a violation. It also allows for
supsension of marine licenses when theft, arson, property destruction, violations against public officials and criminal offenses against marine patrol officers.”

To be enacted in law

LD 252 An Act To Improve Safety in the Disposal of Expired Marine Flares
(McCreight); OTP-A (12-1); divided report
“The State Fire Marshal shall establish a program to collect, store and dispose
of expired marine flares, and develop a public education program, within existing resources.”
LD 575 An Act to Improve the Enforcement of Maine’s Lobster Laws (Langley);
PH 3/6/17
“This bill develops a strategy to better enforce existing laws such as establishing minimum penalties for lobster violations, paying restitution when convicted, and limitations on reentering the fishery after conviction. “
LD 704 An Act to Give the Department of Marine Resources Flexibility with
Licensing in the Herring Fishery (Parry); tabled 4/5/27
“This bill would allow the Commissioner allow the Commissioner of Marine
Resources to establish different landings limits for herring fishermen who
recorded landings of Atlantic herring in Maine prior to January 1, 2017.”
LD 705 An Act to Prevent Marine Debris (Devin, DMR bill); OTP (7-5); divided
report, not reported out

LD 922 An Act Directing the Commissioner of Marine Resources to Investigate
Conditions of Sheepscot Pond Related to a Management Plan for Anadromous
Fish Species (Pierce); tabled 4/12/17
LD 373 An Act to Create Pathways to Enter Alternative Marine Industries (Alley);
ONTP 4/23/17
LD 703 An Act to Address Marine Debris Resulting for Commercial Activities
(Devin); PH 3/22/17
LD 113 An Act to Stabilize Lobster Bait Prices (Alley); ONTP (12-1), not reported out
LD 201 An Act to Provide Flexibility in the Purchase of Lobster Trap Tags
(Kumiega); ONTP (Majority), not reported out
LD 1454 An Act to Extend the Time for an Appeal of Limited Entry Fishing License
Denial for Members of the Military (Battle); PH 4/24/17
Dead

“This prohibits possession of materials used to package lobster or crab bait,
including the plastic wrapping and cardboard cartons, on a lobster vessel, and
the discarding or abandoning of these materials into the ocean. Violation of
this provision is a civil violation, with a fine of $250”

LD 392 An Act Regarding Haul Times outside the 3 mile Line (Tuell); dead on
3/23/17

LD 1207 An Act to Make Technical Changes to Maine’s Marine Resources Laws
(Tuell); PH 4/12/17

LD 616 An Act to Ensure Consistent Access to Limited Entry Lobster Zones
(Hubbell); dead on 3/23/17

“This clarifies that you can permanently lose your license for scrubbing egged
lobsters, makes it illegal to sell offal for use as lobster bait, creates a residency
requirement for a commercial pelagic and anadromous fishing license, and

NOTE: OTP=ought to pass; ONTP=ought not to pass; PH=public hearing;
tabled=Committee wil discuss again.

LD 149 An Act to Provide Additional Management for Limited-entry Lobster
Zones (Hubbell); Dead on 3/23/17
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The Maine Lobstermen’s Association comments on preferred alternative for
Omnibus Deep Sea Coral Amendment for the Mount Desert Rock and Outer
Schoodic Ridge coral zones
My name is Patrice McCarron. I am the Director of the Maine Lobstermen’s
Association. I am here today to speak in favor of the Habitat Committee’s recommendation that Alternative 2, a prohibition on bottom mobile tending gear,
be accepted as the preferred alternative for the downeast Gulf of Maine coral
zones including Mount Desert Rock and Outer Schoodic Ridge.
The MLA supports the establishment of these two coral zones because we
believe it is important that the fishing community recognize these areas as
unique coral habitats worthy of protection. However, for economic, conservation and operational reasons, it is important that you to allow lobster fishing to
continue in these two areas.
While the two proposed areas appear relatively small in size, the impact of excluding lobstermen would be massive. The lobster fishery is everything to our
downeast Maine communities. These coral zones are located off the coasts of
Washington and Hancock counties which have very limited economic opportunities. The communities in this part of the coast are quite literally economically dependent on the success of the lobster industry. Any negative economic
impact on lobster will hurt not only the families of lobstermen and their crew,
but will have far reaching impacts on the many families and businesses that
depend on the revenues generated by lobstering.
The MLA has done much outreach on this issue, keeping lobstermen informed
of the development of this Amendment through our monthly newspaper, weekly email updates and through many group and individual discussions. And this
Amendment has gotten their attention.
From our conversations with lobstermen (and DMR will provide more up to
date and detailed information), the MLA has estimated a minimum of 100 lobstermen fishing across these two coral zones, coming from at least 15 different fishing communities. These lobstermen have stated that these two fishing
grounds are most important to them during the winter and spring months,
but many lobstermen fish these areas year-round. I’ve spoken to a few who
fish these areas exclusively. The MLA has communicated clearly to our lobstermen the importance of sharing information on how and when these areas are

fished, and the economic impact of these fishing areas. We hope that our outreach efforts have aided Maine DMR is collecting this information.
For obvious reasons, lobstermen who fish these areas are very scared about how
their businesses would fare if they lose access to fish in the coral zones. But it
doesn’t stop there. MLA has also heard from many lobstermen who fish the areas adjacent to the proposed coral zones which are also areas of high gear density. If lobstermen lose access to the Outer Schoodic Ridge and Mount Desert
Rock coral zones, they will not cope by completely removing lobster gear from
the water. Instead, those traps will be displaced to adjacent areas. Lobstermen
fishing in those areas will not be able to absorb the effort from more than 100
lobstermen who would be aggressively searching for productive fishing bottom.
And gear displacement would also affect endangered North Atlantic right
whales. The areas of the proposed coral zones are transited by right whales.
These whales typically feed in Cape Cod Bay and transit north to the Bay of
Fundy and Gulf of St. Lawrence, and back to mid- and south-Atlantic. Maine
lobstermen have invested much time and effort in making their gear more
whale safe, including reducing the number of vertical lines in the water by
trawling up and fishing sinking line between traps. Shifting gear from the coral
zones to adjacent areas would aggregate gear and increase gear density and
the probability of a right whale encountering Maine lobster gear. Neither the
endangered right whale nor Maine lobstermen can afford to take this risk.
So, how can we keep lobstermen fishing and achieve our goal of protecting coral in these areas? To put it simply, due to operational realities, lobster gear and
corals do not mix. Lobstermen are familiar with where corals are located. They
are typically found on steep slopes in areas where there is tremendous depth
variation of up to a few hundred feet. Lobstermen need some conformity of
bottom to run the federally mandated minimum 15 traps with sinking groundline required to protect whales. Lobstermen will typically fish up to or along an
edge, but cannot handle the depth variation by setting that trawl down into it.
Furthermore, if lobster gear comes in contact with hard corals, the gear will become hung down and the trawl will be lost. Because of the sinking groundline
and the bottom topography, lobstermen have no way to grapple that gear back.
The $4,000 investment for the trawl–and the catch –will be permanently lost.
In summary, due to economic impacts, whale protection concerns and operational realities, the MLA strongly urges you to support alternative 2 as your
preferred alternative for the downeast Gulf of Maine coral zones.

The Maine Lobstermen’s Association comments on the ASMFC’s proposed
changes to its herring management plan
The Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) has reviewed the Draft Addendum
I to Amendment 3 to the Atlantic Herring Plan. Atlantic herring is the most
important bait fish for Maine’s lobster fishery which supports thousands of
jobs. In 2016, Maine’s lobster fishery generated nearly $550 million in ex-vessel
value. Managing landings of Atlantic herring through the peak fishing months
of the lobster fishery is fundamental to its continued success.

Many thanks
to these fine businesses,
the MLA’s Keeper members!
Allen Insurance &
Financial

Inland Seafood

Nicholas H. Walsh, PA

Access to herring was a daunting problem for the Maine lobster industry in
2016. The price of bait doubled and many of Maine’s coops and buying stations
had to ration bait. The lack of and the high cost of bait remain a huge issue of
concern for Maine’s lobster industry.

Interstate Lobster Co.

Atwood Lobster

Island Fishing Gear &
Auto Parts

Northeast Marine
Survey Inc.

Beals Lobster Pier

Island Fishermen’s
Wives

The MLA strongly supports Addendum I to the herring plan to give the ASMFC
Herring Section additional tools to manage the timing of herring landings from
Area 1A. The MLA supported Maine’s efforts in 2016 to limit the use of carriers
and catch per vessel in order to ensure that the bait supply lasted throughout trimester 2 and ensure a bait supply for the lobster industry. We encourage the ASMFC to adopt these measures so that Maine, New Hampshire and
Massachusetts can work together to manage Area 1A landings and maintain
fair and equitable regulations for all vessels in the fishery, regardless of which
state they land in.

Bell Power Systems Inc.

Island Seafood LLC

Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn.

Bowdoin College Dining Services

John’s Bay Boat Co.

Pete’s Marine Electronics

Jonesport Shipyard

Polyform US

Buoysticks.com

Kips Seafood Co.

Chapman & Chapman

Lake Pemaquid Inc.

Port Clyde Fishermen’s
Co-op

Chase Leavitt & Co.

Lobster.com

Port Lobster Co.

Coastal Documentation

Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc.

Re/Max Oceanside

Conary Cove Lobster Co.

With regard to the specific management alternatives, the MLA provides the
following feedback:

Cousins Maine Lobster

Maine Center for
Coastal Fisheries

Richard Stanley
Custom Boats

Cushing Diesel, LLC

Maine Financial Group

Riverdale Mills

•

Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co.

Maine Lobstermen’s
Community Alliance

South Bristol Fishermen’s Cooperative

Farrin’s Boatshop

Maine Port Authority

Superior Bait and Salt

Finestkind Scenic
Cruises

Maine Sea Grant

Superior Marine Products
Inc.

•
•

•

Harvester reporting requirements. The MLA supports requiring a state
landings report if a vessel lands herring caught from Area 1A in a Maine,
New Hampshire or Massachusetts port, if federal VTR reports are not made
available to states for landings monitoring in a timely fashion.
Prohibit landings of herring during a day out of the fishery. MLA supports
the status quo on this coupled with a weekly landing limit per vessel.

Beals-Jonesport Coop
Inc.

First National Bank

Weekly landing limit per vessel. MLA supports expanding the measures
Maine had in place in 2016 to control landings. Therefore, MLA supports
Option B or C to put all states on a level playing field to control the amount
and timing of landings.

Friendship Lobster Treats

Clarification of days out procedure. The MLA supports that the Herring
Section continue to operate by consensus, and the default management
measures be set to zero landing days if consensus is not reached. We believe that a shut-down of the fishery is something that all states will work
to avoid.

Gulf of Maine Lobster
Foundation

Thank you for consideration of these comments.

F W Thurston Co. Inc.
Georgetown Fishermen’s Co-op

Guy Cotten, Inc.
Harbor Bait Inc.
H&H Propeller Shop

Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co. Inc.
McMillan Offshore
Survival Training
Midcoast Marine Supply
Mount Desert Oceanarium
Muscongus Bay Lobster
New England Detroit
Diesel Allison
New England Marine &
Industrial Inc.

Novatec Braids LTD
O’Hara Corp.

Tenants Harbor Fishermen’s Cooperative
Vinalhaven Fishermen’s
Coop
Weirs Motor Sales Inc.
:LOOLDP&RI¿Q 6RQV
Williams CPA Group
LLC
Worcesters Lobster Bait
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Lobstermen support
your business.
You can show your support for them by
becoming an MLA Business Member today.
With membership types for all kinds of
businesses, you can be a part of Maine’s
oldest lobstering organization.

Find out more.
Ȉ Call Andi 207-967-4555
Ȉ www.mainelobstermen.org/membership
Ȉ andi@mainelobstermen.org

mark fleming photography

Maine Lobstermen’s Association
(MLA) advocates for a
sustainable lobster resource
ϐ
communities that depend on it.

MLA MEMBERS DISCOUNT DIRECTORY
Automotive

Financial & Investment

Back River Financial Group
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
Farmingdale, ME -- Free initial consultation and
Newcastle, ME -- 3 years of oil changes (total
of 12) for all vehicles, cars and trucks, when you review of previous tax returns.
purchase a new or used vehicle.

Bait Dealers

Fishing, Marine & Industrial

Alliance Rubber
Hot Springs, AR -- 10% off custom printed lobster bands.
Hamilton Marine
Searsport, Rockland, Portland, Southwest
Boat Builders/Repairs
Harbor, Jonesport, ME -- Discounts available to
FRPPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQ
Richard Stanley Custom Boats
%DVV+DUERU0(RIIÀQDOSULFHRIKXOO North Atlantic Power Products
with MLA membership.
Exeter, NH -- 10% discount on parts and service.
SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- $1000 discount for hull or top. Gifts
on a 38’ CB or 44’ CB
0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and promoDocumentation Services
tional product orders.
Maine Design Company
Appleton, ME --10% discount to surveys on
Hydraulics
lobster boats. Must be an MLA member &
Coastal Hydraulics
mention this listing to get discount.
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in stock
items for MLA members.
Education & Trade Shows
Hews Company, LLC
Maine Maritime Museum
South Portland, ME -- 10% off hydraulic
Bath, ME -- Free admission to MLA members.
components and Cable Craft cables.
Mount Desert Oceanarium
Industry Organizations
Bar Harbor, ME -- Free admission to
FRPPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQDQGWKHLUIDPLOLHV.
Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME--10% off MLA merchandise.
Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission for MLA mem- Insurance
bers.
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Electronic Equipment
Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance
plus 5% discount with proof of CG approved
Midcoast Marine Electronics
Rockland, ME -- 10% off list price on all marine Drill Conductor course within the last 5 years.
electronic products.
Legal Servives
Navtronics, LLC
Nicholas H Walsh PA
York, ME -- 5% off of purchases.
Portland, ME -- 20% off legal services.
Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 discount per drum on
multiple drum purchases (must show current
MLA card).

Lobster/Seafood/Wholesale
Atlantic Edge Lobster
Boothbay Harbor, ME -- Fuel discount for MLA
members.
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
Winter Harbor, ME – 10% off picked lobster
meat.

Newspapers
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual subscription rate for $18.75 with MLA membership
noted on check.
National Fisherman
North Hollywood, CA -- Special annual subscription rate.

Propellers
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc
Dover, NH -- 10% off propeller repair & new
shafts. New propeller discounts vary.
New England Propeller Inc
Plymouth, MA -- Discounts on marine propeller, shafting, and related items, sales & repairs.

Refrigeration Services
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new installations.

Safety Training & Equipment
Liferaft Services, LLC
York, ME -- 5% off liferaft repack with proof
of MLA membership. CAN be combined with
other promotions.
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on USCG Drill
Conductor training.

Trap Builders, Stock & Supplies
Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price on traps
purchased at the Friendship store. Cannot be
combined with other discounts.
Sea Rose Trap Co
S. Portland -- 5% off list price on traps to MLA
members.
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LOBSTERMEN, INDUSTRY LEADERS HEAD TO BOSTON FOR
SEAFOOD EXPO NORTH AMERICA

Governor Paul LePage met with some of the people taking part in the
MLA’s trip to the Seafood Expo North America MLA photo.

Peter Miller, left, and Merritt Carey, right, of the Tenants Harbor
Lobstermen’s Co-op talking with Ryan McPherson. MLA photo.

The Maine Lobstermen’s Association once again brought a crowd of cheerful lobstermen and others involved in Maine’s seafood industries to the
Seafood Expo North America show in Boston in March. There they visited some of the thousands of seafood vendors, businesses and organizations
involved in the global seafood trade. Here are a few comments from the trip:
For me it was a real eye opener. I have to think in terms of global fisheries and
marketing and then realize what I saw was just the tip of the iceberg.
Peter Miller
The seafood show offered a zoomed-out view of our opportunities and challenges
in the world seafood market. The reception was the icing on the cake. Another
truly awesome piece was having a Marine Resources Committee state representative on the bus ride home to ask questions and to share relevant legislative
information as well as our viewpoints. For me that once again reaffirmed why
MLA is such a great organization.
Brian Tripp

This Expo made it a great opportunity to get a greater picture of the processes that
businesses face, whether a buyer, seller, or another particular party like a restaurant and so forth. Canada is really going to affect us so our live lobster shipping is
crucial. There’s a lot we need to go over and hash out to make some things better.
Anything is possible if we put our minds together to fix upcoming issues we face!
Krista Tripp
I personally really enjoyed the [Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative] reception.
It was well-organized, focusing on Maine lobster. We had a blast talking and meeting folks. It was really good for me as a fisherman’s wife to meet everyone and also
hear about topics that are being discussed. Thanks again! It was a great experience.
Lindsay Staples
Overall, between the benefits of the chance to meet, share and learn on the bus as
well as attend the show, this is one of the great values that you are providing. An
excellent and valuable time. I would welcome you offering this service annually
and would generally plan to attend if you do.
Chris Rector, regional representative for Senator Angus King

April and Ron Chabourne of CBS Lobster and Bait in Portland and their
friend Don Leavitt from Ready Seafood were just some of the MLA’s
business supporters found at the MLMC’s seafood reception. MLA photo.

(Above) It’s big, it’s loud and the Seafood Expo North America show is the
place to be in mid-March. (Left) Maine lobstermen and others made the
trip to the show to learn more about lobster’s place in the global market
and the many other seafood products with which it must compete.
MLA photos
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Lost At Sea, Recovered Rust Free!

“These are pictures of a 15 year old
Aquamesh® trap that was lost at sea
for 14 years and was just recently
recovered. As you can see there is not
a spot of rust anywhere on the wire.
The runners are going to be replaced
and it will be set back this Spring!”
–Edward Hutchins II - Cape Porpoise, Maine

 

   



AQUAMESH

®

The Galvanized After Weld Difference

  
1.800.762.6374 . 1.508.234.8400
info@riverdale.com . www.riverdale.com
If you have an Aquamesh® story that you would like to share, contact us at marketing@riverdale.com

$411-564#2/+..
$411-564#2/+..
/#4+0'5722.+'5
/#4+0'5722.+'5

WORKING TO MAKE 2017 YOUR
:RUNLQJWRPDNH
BEST FISHING SEASON EVER!
\RXUEHVWVHDVRQHYHU

a7KHRQHVWRSVKRSIRU\RXUOREVWHU FRPPHUFLDOILVKLQJQHHGVa

9LVLWXVRQOLQHDWZZZEURRNVWUDSPLOOFRP
-RQHVERUR0(3RUWODQG0(7KRPDVWRQ0(:HVW%DWK0(
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800-356-3526

Bottom Line

www.nelcoproducts.com

Super 46 Wesmac
C18 CAT

Products for Marking Buoy Lines
x Heat Shrink Tubing
x Spiral Wrap
x Zip Ties

Easy compliance: NMFS requires three 1-foot red markers on all buoy lines for
1-color system; or two 6” markers for 2-color system (red/yellow, red/white or
red/black).
Durable & easy to use materials: Polyolefin heat shrink tubing endures harsh
environments such as salt, fungus and extreme temperatures. Zip Ties are
weather resistant and offer easy, fast and economical installation. Spiral Wrap
is durable and simple to slide onto the rope where marking is required.

WHEN YOUR ENGINE MEANS BUSINESS,

Ordering Information:
Heat Shrink Tubing:
Part #: NP-221-3/8” and NP-221-1/2”
Available colors: red, black, yellow, white, also in brown, orange, green, blue,
violet and grey

MILTON CAT MEANS MORE.
Milton CAT is the Northeast and upstate New York Caterpillar dealer. Our complete range of marine
power systems solutions is backed by a team with exceptional knowledge and experience.

Spiral Wrap:
Part #: HT-3/8-C2
Available colors: RED, YELLOW, BLACK & NATURAL

s More engine choices.
s More fully equipped and staffed locations.
s More support for your commercial fishing vessel, ferry, tug, or pleasure craft.

Weather Resistant Zip Ties:
Sizes from 4”-60”. Available colors: red, yellow,
black, natural, orange green, blue, violet, grey, &
fluorescent colors

s More ordering and delivery options for unparalleled part availability.
Contact: Kevin Hampson, 508-634-5503, Kevin_Hampson@miltoncat.com

Nelco Products, Inc. | 22 Riverside Drive |Pembroke, MA 02359

H

In-Sight Automatic/Manual
2IIVKRUH,QŴDWDEOH3)'

LIMITED QUANTITY!

HAMILTON MARINE
40th Anniversary

1977

2017

800-639-2715
hamiltonmarine.com
Type I Offshore Life Vest

$

29

Heavy-duty 420 denier nylon shell with neoprene
comfort collar. In-Sight window shows armed status.
Features full 35 lbs buoyancy.

99

$

99

SAVE

Reg 149.99

$

Orange
Order# 752862

50

USCG APPROVED
High-vis yellow accent.
Removable head pillow.
Articulated arms for
easier donning. Buddy
line and whistle.

$

Red

24999

)RXO:HDWKHU*HDU

Sizes M-XXL

3
$
3349 dozen
$ 19 pair

6HDUFK+0*$

22229

TEL-CH5200P
Order# 735916

Bait Bags

Flexible upper folds down
when full 15" not needed.
1" groove holds a durable
silicone band. Rigid toe cap.
Sizes 7-14

$

9999 pair

6HDUFK*5''%

2-Sided Interlocking Design, 1/2" thick, 3' x 3' mat.
Made from 100%
re-vulcanized rubber.

Orange plastic with
holes for draining.
1 bushel capacity.

4

$ 79

SAVE

549

6 Year
Battery!

46999

+LJK3HUIRUPDQFH/('/LJKWV
Patented specter and hybrid optics with
high purity aluminum housings.
Search# RIL-

Starting At

$

11399

The Original ManLine Pot Warp
VOLUME
PRICING
AVAILABLE!

/REVWHU&UDWH

)LVK%DVNHW

HML-FISHPICK
Order# 118292

$

Search#
HMP-MAN

$QWL)DWLJXH0DW

Reg 19.99
$
HTV-179873
Order# 754535

34999

Search#
HML-BB

15" long steel shaft with a rubber
grip handle. Steel pick on end
that is 3' long.

1450

$

VOLUME
PRICING
AVAILABLE!

)LVK3LFN

$

Order# 731676

Order# 731678

Highly polished corrosionresistant stainless steel covers and handle. Takes 33C
and 43C type cables.

99
'HFN%RVV%RRWV

Cat II Manual

Twin-S Controls

$

PVC Superflex 12" Long Blue
5XEEHU*ORYHV

ACCUSat™ EPIRBs
406 MHz. Completely waterproof. 6 Year Non-Haz
Mat battery. 6 Year warranty. Features a stainless
steel antenna. USCG/GMDSS Approved.

Cat I Auto

KNT-1540-AU
Order# 753274

Order# 761645

Search#
*5'

Adult Universal.
USCG Approved with
reflective tape, light loop
and whistle attachment.
PFD-1A
Order# 748930

Premium Adult Universal
Immersion Suit

$

1999

HML-BASKET-PAS
Order# 118243

PORTLAND ROCKLAND SEARSPORT SOUTHWEST HARBOR JONESPORT

20" W x 31-1/2" L x 16" H
Two piece attached lid.
All-plastic construction.
100 lb capacity

$

4999

HML-LOB-CRATE
Order# 158132

Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.
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BAIT
HERRING

REDFISH

POGIES

ROCKFISH

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FRESH BY TANK
AND BARREL

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

FROZEN IN BOXES

Why buy
secondhand?
Buy fresh,
buy direct!

FRESH

207. 594 . 0405

FROZEN

207. 542 .1856

19 Front Street
Rockland, ME 04841
www.oharabait.com

MAKE IT MAINE,
MAKE IT NEW SHELL
Preparing for Peak Season with the Maine
Lobster Marketing Collaborative
As spring turns into summer Maine enters peak Lobster season, and the MLMC prepares
to begin the largest marketing push of the year. The MLMC will engage media, chefs and
consumers through a variety of pulse points from early June until November, which will
accompany ongoing marketing efforts. Some of the activities include:
· “Maine After Midnight” Year 2: The signature events will commence in June, with one event per month until
September. The first stop is Dallas, followed by Chicago, San Francisco and New York City. These chef industry
night events are a chance for chefs and media in each city to learn more about the Maine Lobster story and
see how they can incorporate Maine Lobster into their menus and stories.
· Media: In early June, the MLMC will travel to the country’s media hub, New York City, for one-on-one meetings
with reporters and editors to educate them about the Maine Lobster industry at the start of the season.
· Chefs: The MLMC has identified a targeted shortlist of chefs throughout the country who will receive Maine New
Shell Lobsters at the beginning of the season to drive awareness and menu consideration.
· Consumers: The Maine Lobster social media handles will feature content including beautiful Maine scenics, lobster
boats, wharfs, and how-to recipe videos to get consumers excited for the season ahead.

facebook.com/lobsterfrommaine

twitter.com/lobsterfromme

instagram.com/lobsterfrommaine
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
ACCOUNTANTS
Back River Financial Group
690 Maine Ave
Farmingdale, ME 04344 207-622-3772
info@backrivergroup.com
www.backrivergroup.com
Free initial consultation, review of previous tax
returns.
AUTOMOTIVE
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
573 Route One
Newcastle, ME 04553
rmiller@newcastlechrysler.com
www.newcastlechrysler.com
3 years (total 12) oil changes when you purchase a new or used vehicle.
BAIT DEALERS

Navtronics, LLC
15 Hannaford Dr
York, ME 03909
207-363-1150
accounting@navtronics.com
www.navtronics.com
5% off purchases for MLA members

Varney Agency Inc.
Michael Hennessey
PO Box 117
Machias, ME 04654
207-949-2034
mhennessey@varneyagency.com

FINANCIAL & INVESTMENT

LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/WHOLESALE/
RETAIL

Farm Credit East
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210
800-831-4230
www.farmcrediteast.com
Machias Savings Bank
PO Box 318
Machias, ME 04654
207-255-3347
www.machiassavings.com
FISHING, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES

Bessy Bait LLC
155 Batchelder Rd.
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com www.bessybait.com
$5 discount per drum on multiple drum purchases (must show current MLA card).

Alliance Rubber Company
201 Carpenter Dam Rd
Hot Springs, AR 71913
jsammons@alliance-rubber.com
www.rubberband.com

Cape Porpoise Lobster & Bait Co.
PO Box 7217
Cape Porpoise, ME 04014 207-967-0900
allendaggett@hotmail.com
www.capeporpoiselobster.com

Grundens USA Ltd
PO Box 2068
Poulsbo, WA 98370
360-779-4439/800-323-7327
info04@grundens.com

CBS Lobster
52 Union Wharf
Portland, ME 04101 207-775-2917
cbslobster13@yahoo.com

Hamilton Marine
with locations in Searsport: 207-548-6302;
Southwest Harbor: 207-244-7870;
Rockland: 207-594-8181
Portland: 207-774-1772
Jonesport: 207-497-2778
info@hamiltonmarine.com
www.hamiltonmarine.com
Discounts available to commercial fishermen

Lighthouse Lobster & Bait
PO Box 194
Eastport, ME 04631 207-853-3137
Lund’s Fisheries Inc.
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
609-898-5143 wreichle@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com
New England Fish Co.
446 Commercial St.
Portland, ME, 04101
207-253-5626 nefco@mac.com
www.raberfisheries.com
Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT REPAIR
SW Boatworks
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605 207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
$1000 discount for hull or top on 38 and 44
Calvin Beal.
DOCUMENTATION SERVICES
Maine Design Company
68 Snow Hill Rd
Appleton, ME 04862 207-370-1088
tom@mainedesigncompany.com
www.mainedesigncompany.com
10% discount on lobster boat surveys for MLA
members who mention this listing.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St.
Bath, ME 04530
207-443-1316 lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members
ELECTRONICS
Midcoast Marine Electronics
700 Main St.
Rockland, ME 04841 207-594-3993
info@midcoastmarine.biz
www.midcoastmarine.com
10% off list price on all marine electronic
products excluding MRP products

Atlantic Edge Lobster
71 Atlantic Ave.
Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538
207-633-2300
aeli@myfairpoint.net
Fuel discount for MLA members
Calendar Islands Maine Lobster LLC
6A Portland Fish Pier
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9140
john@calendarislandsmainelobster.com
Canobie Seafoods, Inc.
1077 Bar Harbor Rd.
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com
Channel Fish Co.
370 East Eagle St.
East Boston , MA 02128
617-569-3200
paula@channelfishco.com
www.channelfishco.com

Spruce Head Fishermen’s Coop
275 Island Rd, South Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029 shfcoop@gmail.com
Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681 207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com
Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685 207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693 207-963-5857
info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.
MARINE ENGINES
Milton Cat
16 Pleasant Hill Rd, Scarborough, ME 04070
kevin_hampson@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
MEDICAL
Slocum Chiropractic
Dr. Tim Coffin
26 Bath Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-725-4222 drtimcoffin@gmail.com
www.slocumchiro.com
$25 initail consult & nervous system scan ($150 value)

North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
djones@glpower.com
10% off on parts and service
GIFTS
Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683
800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off apparel and promotional product orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc.
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for MLA
members.
Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136
info@ hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components & Craft cables.
INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9310 info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com
INSURANCE
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA members. Additional 5% discount with proof of
completed C.G. Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor
course within the last 5 years.

Chicken of the Sea Frozen Foods
20 Ladd St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801
603-433-2220
adaughan@cosff.com
Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
http://littlecranberrylobster.com
Garbo Lobster
Pete Daley
PO Box 334
Hancock, ME 04640
207-422-3217
peted@garbolobster.com
Knuckle & Claw
2715 Main St.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
& 3112 West Sunset Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90026
chloe@knuckleclaw.com
www.knuckleclaw.com
Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com
Luke’s Lobster
459 Grand Street, Ground Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11211
212-387-8487 ben@lukeslobster.com
www.lukeslobster.com
Maine Coast LLC
15 Hannaford Drive, Unit 2
York, ME 03909
207-363-0876
Maine Ocean Lobster
Kevin Adams
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904 207-229-0335
Quoddy Bay Lobster, Inc.
Shelly Griffin
7 Sea St
Eastport, ME 04631
207-853-6640
Red Lobster Seafood Co.
Anthony Armesto
450 S Orange Ave, Suite 800
Orlando, FL 32801aarmesto@redlobster.com
www.redlobster.com
Shucks Maine Lobster
150 Main St, Suite 4
Richmond, ME 04357 207-737-4800
johnny@shucksmaine.com

PROPELLERS
Accutech Marine Propellers Inc.
24 Crosby Rd Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820 603-617-3626
larry@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com
10% off propeller repair & new shafts. New
propeller discounts vary.
Nautilus Marine Fabrication
13 Industrial Way
Trenton, ME 04605
207-1119 nautilusmarine@roadrunner.com
www.nautilus-marine.com
5% discount on propeller reconditioning
New England Propeller, Inc.
9 Apollo Eleven Rd.
Plymouth, MA 02360 508-747-6666
neprop@aol.com
Discounts on marine propellers, shafting, and
related items, sales and repairs.
REFRIGERATION SERVICES
Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062 207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com

www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.
RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billy’s Inc.
PO Box 837, Ogunquit, ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com www.barnbilly.com
The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046 207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net www.theclamshack.net

SAFETY TRAINING & EQUIPMENT
Liferaft Services, LLC
15 Hannaford Drive
York, ME 03909 207-363-0220
dgreer@survivalatsea.com
5% off liferaft repack with proof of MLA membership.
Discount can be combined with other promotions.
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861 207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd., Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
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MLA NAVIGATOR RECOGNIZED FOR OUTREACH WORK
cial populations,” Keezer said, specifically addicted people in
North Carolina and young adults not in college in St. Louis.

by Melissa Waterman
Guiding people through the process of applying for health insurance through the Affordable Care Act (ACA) is not the easiest
job. Everything related to the ACA is complex, and it takes time
and a great deal of patience to help a person complete the process. Alisha Keezer, the Maine Lobstermen’s Association health
insurance Navigator, has been on the job slightly more than two
years and, with the help of Fishing Partnership Support Services
of Massachusetts, has assisted more than 900 individuals with
health insurance information and more than 560 people to gain
health insurance.

The MLA drew on a variety of communications techniques
specifically tailored to the state’s 5,000 lobstermen. Those techniques reflected the culture of lobstering. “Many lobstermen
aren’t available during typical office hours,” Keezer explained,
“so I got in touch with them when they were home, like on
the weekends or at night.” Lobstermen, like many small business owners, are extremely aware of where every nickel goes so
Keezer emphasized in her messages the tax penalties embedded in the ACA for those who do not sign up for health insurance. She also stressed how affordable health insurance could
be for a younger lobsterman. “I took the lowest premium for a
Bronze plan in each coastal county for a guy under 30 and put
it on a postcard. We sent that out saying, ‘Do you know how little health insurance would cost you? That got their attention,”
she said. She also made sure that information posted through
Facebook made clear that the MLA was ready to help any fisherman apply for health insurance at no cost to themselves.

In fact, Keezer has been so successful reaching out to Maine’s
fishermen that she has been selected as a Navigator mentor by
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), one of
just eight such designations in the country.

[Keezer] made sure that information
posted through Facebook made clear
that the MLA was ready to help any
fisherman apply for health insurance
at no cost to themselves.
Since the ACA came into force in 2013, the MLA has used a variety of outreach methods to get information about the health
insurance program, its benefits and its penalties to Maine’s
fishermen, many of whom live in remote coastal communities.
That ability — to reach out to and communicate with a generally rural population — is what Keezer will be helping two other
Navigator organizations develop. “Basically, I will work with
the organizations over four months to help them achieve their
outreach goals,” Keezer said. She is mentoring the Alcohol and
Drug Council of North Carolina and Planned Parenthood of St.
Louis, Missouri. “They are having problems reaching their spe-

As a Navigator mentor, Keezer confers with staff at the two organizations through a conference call each month and with other Navigator mentors once a month as well. “These calls have
gone surprisingly well. We talk about various ways that might
work with their populations. It’s important to seek people out
rather than to wait for them to contact you,” Keezer said. She
partnered with the Knox County Health Clinic, for example, to
let lobstermen from midcoast communities know she could
meet with them in a central location familiar to them.

Alisha Keezer is the
MLA’s health
insurance Navigator.

McMillan Offshore
Survival Training

U.S.C.G. Accepted Fishing
Vessel Drill Conductor Training
since 1994
John McMillan — Fishing Vessel
Drill Conductor
www.mcmillanoffshore.com
jmcmcmillan@mcmillanoffshore.com
207-338-1603 Cell: 207-233-0787
U.S.C.G. F/V examiners
Upcoming classes
Brian Smith
May 4-Belfast
May 20-Eastport
Kevin Plowman
May 7-South Bristol
June 7-Portland
Dan Hieler
May 13-North Haven
July 15-Swans Island
Programs being scheduled in Cutler, Vinalhaven and Jonesport.

In June Keezer and three other Navigator mentors will be presenting a summary of their outreach efforts at an ACA summit
in Maryland. “It’s all about knowing how to communicate the
information and how to use social media,” Keezer said. “And just
having some good ideas!”

We have what you need!

+HUULQJ5HGÀVK
3RJLHV
)UR]HQ3URGXFWV

3XUVH/LQH%DLW

LET US BRING THE TRAINING TO YOU!
CONTACT US TO SET UP CLASSES IN YOUR COMMUNITY.

Call 207-389-9155 or
Jennie’s cell: 207-841-1454
Email jenniebplb@yahoo.com

SUPERIOR BLOCK
(Superior Marine Products, Inc.)
announces
the updated edition of its
ALL-STAINLESS BLOCKS
in 4” and 5” sizes
VIRTUALLY UNBREAKABLE
Made in-house from 3/8 S/S Plate,
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FISHERMAN’S ACADEMY KEEPS STUDENTS IN HIGH SCHOOL
By Alex Acquisto
First published by the Bangor Daily News, reprinted with permission.
Were it not for the fisherman’s academy at Oceanside High School, 16-year-old
boat captain Payten Simmons said she would have little incentive to go to class.
“I don’t know if I [would have] dropped out, I don’t know what I’d be doing …
[but] it makes me want to go to school,” she said. “I like to come to school now.”
Simmons, who lives in Friendship and is the only girl out of six 11th-graders in
the program, bought her own lobster boat, Fear Knot, and has been operating it
for the last three years. She is the only member of the program who hauls traps
in the winter and the summer, which means most of her weekends during the
school year are spent hauling, sometimes with the help of her dad, who also is
a lobsterman.

lobstering. Garrett Young, 17, for example, operates his own lobster boat and
also works part-time with the fire and emergency medical services unit for the
town of St. George.
Blue and Carey rework their lessons to include material that would be useful
or of interest to the group. In Carey’s social studies class, for example, he is
teaching the students about the history of Maine as it relates to the ocean and
fishing. So far this year, the group has also been working to create an online
lobstering dictionary, which Carey hopes to finish by the end of the year.
In Blue’s class last week, he read “The Ledge,” by Lawrence Sargent Hall aloud
to the class — a short story based on the true tale of a man, his son and nephew
who, while on a duck hunting trip in December 1956 on an island off Harpswell,
found themselves stranded after their skiff floated away. All three hunters died.
“That’s one thing I would always make sure of — that my skiff was tied down,”
Noah Morse said in class after Blue finished the short story. Morse, who also
has an apprentice lobster license, said he plans to attend a technical school
after graduation.
Getting the students to even consider college or expand the expectations that
they’ve set for themselves has been a feat of the program, Carey said.
“One of the good things I’ve seen is that they’re not just thinking [exclusively]
about fishing now — a couple of them are very able to at least consider colleges,
like the Maine Maritime Academy,” he said.
But even if some still don’t plan on pursuing higher education, that’s OK, too.
Keeping them in school and showing them that learning in the classroom has
value is an important lesson in itself, Blue said. In some ways these students,
because they’ve been holding down multiple jobs and independently lobstering since they were early teenagers, are more mature than their peers.
“We talk about money every day in class — you can just tell it’s so important to
them, [and] they think about it all the time,” Carey said.

A new program at Oceanside High School in Rockland aims to keep students who fish in school and learning. OEHS photo.
Simmons, who has a student lobster license, is limited to fishing 150 traps,
which tend to yield around 1,000 pounds of lobster each time she goes out to
haul her traps. With Maine fishermen being paid on average $4 per pound the
past couple of years, she makes good money.
When the option of making that kind of money is on the table for a student,
“part of me doesn’t blame them for not [wanting] to come to school,” said Ian
Carey, a social studies teacher at Oceanside who also teaches academy students. “I can definitely see how the value of an education is definitely clouded.”
For Simmons, who said she “was pretty much raised on the water” and has been
helping her dad fish since she was 11, having something like the fisherman’s
academy is a big deal. It allows her to get an education through traditional academic means, such as by reading about the history of coastal fishing, but also
with hands-on experiences that provide her with actual skills and knowledge
she can apply to lobstering. For example, the students are learning to work
with tools at the Apprenticeshop — a nonprofit educational woodworking and
boatbuilding center in Rockland — where they have been spending time with
woodworking apprentices once a week to build 12-foot rowing skiffs.
The idea for a fisherman’s academy was conceived by former Oceanside
Principal Renee Thompson in 2015, as a way to curb the high truancy rate at
the Rockland high school, said Dwight Blue, who teaches a specialized English
class to the group of six juniors.
The academy was loosely modeled after the Maritime Studies Pathway program at Deer Isle-Stonington High School, in that it caters to students whose
ties to the ocean run deep and who will more than likely pursue careers working as commercial fishermen or in a maritime-related field after they leave high
school.
In addition to English class, the group attends separate social studies and science classes and spends one day a week working at the Apprenticeshop in
Rockland. Next year, the group will work every other day in the shop. The students are learning to build their boats with electric tools but with a special
emphasis on hand tools, which Simmons said is particularly beneficial.
“That’s a great skill to learn because on the boat, you don’t have a bandsaw.
I’ve learned a lot that I can actually use on the water and in my whole career,”
Simmons said.
Expecting the group to “sit in a room and do any one or two things for 80 minutes is not going to happen,” Blue said last week. The woodworking and “boat
building workshop environment is so much better for them and their interests
[as opposed to] having them sit in a plastic seat for eight hours,” he said.
The high school curriculum is designed to accommodate the real-world interests of the students, some of whom have other part-time jobs in addition to

But, the teacher added, he wants his students to recognize that getting an education is about more than just preparing for a job. One of his goals recently has
been to ask them, ‘If money wasn’t an object, what would you do?’
“They may not understand yet that there’s more out there in life,” Carey said.
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Dredging continued from page 1

Bill Needelman, City of Portland waterfront coordinator. “For some there’s no
record of them ever being dredged.”

cities pursue creation of a Confined Aquatic Disposal (CAD) cell in Portland
Harbor to receive the dredged material.

The decreasing water depth poses obstacles not just to the harbor’s lobstermen, but to myriad other vessels that frequent Portland Harbor – cruise ships,
huge oil tankers, container ships such as those run by Eimskip of Iceland, Coast
Guard vessels and recreational boats as well.

The principle of a CAD cell is simple: dig a deep hole in the seafloor, place contaminated dredge spoils in it, and cap it with clean material. CAD cells have
been used in dredge projects in highly contaminated harbors like New Bedford
and Boston, Massachusetts, as well as other busy ports throughout the country.

So the area needs to be dredged. “The alternative is to continue losing space
on the Portland waterfront. If we have no working waterfront, then the wharf
owners will have to get their money from other, non-waterfront businesses,”
Needelman said. Adding additional floats or finger piers is not possible; the
existing structures are nearly all built out to the extent of the city’s jurisdiction.

The difficulty with a CAD cell is in its siting: finding a section of seafloor not in
use by fishermen or others, with sufficient depth for a dredge barge, and with
the proper geological characteristics so that the hole remains stable while being filled. It also can’t be located near power cables, near aquaculture sites, or
in any other environmentally sensitive locations.

The Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for keeping the nation’s navigable waterways open to vessel traffic. Thus the Corps dredges Portland’s federal
navigation channel on a regular basis. The agency is not responsible, however,
for making the berthing areas around the harbor’s numerous public and private piers navigable. That is the duty of the city and private wharf owners.

In 2015, Portland issued a request for proposals to develop a CAD cell. Stantec,
an engineering firm from Edmonton, Alberta, was selected for the task. A CAD
cell working group was formed, comprising representatives from environmen-

Everyone knows that dredging is expensive. It is also a permitting nightmare,
requiring consecutive permits from numerous federal and state agencies.
But whether one can dredge at all depends on what one plans to do with the
dredged material. If the dredge spoils contain no contaminants, such as heavy
metals, they can be disposed of on land or at sea. If the material contains the
residue of centuries of industrial uses, as is likely in Portland, as well as the
more modern contaminants contained in stormwater and sewage, disposing
of the dredge spoils becomes extremely complicated.
In 2013, the Portland Harbor Commission decided to tackle the issue in a collaborative fashion. The Commission teamed up with the cities of Portland and
South Portland, waterfront organizations, and lobstermen to figure out the
best and most economical way to make the harbor usable to all vessels again.
It applied to the EPA for a $350,000 Brownfields grant to study the submerged
soils around 22 public and private wharves to determine what contaminants
were there.
“The Brownfields study is still going on,” Needelman said. “The volume of material that will be removed will be evaluated after the study is finished.” He estimates that between 200,000 and 400,000 cubic yards of material may need to
be removed.
In 2014, a Non-Federal Dredge working group was formed to analyze options
for disposing of the dredged material. The work group recommended that the
tal, fishing, waterfront and other groups, to tackle the thorny issue of exploring
options for the cell’s final location.
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“With a CAD cell, it’s ‘one and done.’ Once you get all the contaminated material into the cell, the sediment that accumulates later [in the harbor] is likely
clean enough that future dredging can dispose of it at sea [without a CAD cell],”
Needelman said. Working group representatives spoke at Lobster Zone F and
G council meetings and met with others involved in the lobstering industry.
Eventually the group identified a site off Munjoy Hill as a possible CAD site.
However, members of the Maine Lobstering Union noted that the area has
value to lobstermen as a migratory route for lobsters moving in and out of the
harbor on a seasonal basis, Needelman said. A CAD cell there would impact
lobster fishing. “The group then identified a site that was in the intertidal area,
but it turned out to be important for birds, so that didn’t work for the Friends of
Casco Bay or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,” Needelman continued.
In December, 2016, the group selected another potential site for the CAD cell,
known as Site C. Site C lies outside the federal channel between South Port
Marine and the Coast Guard Station, just southeast of the Casco Bay Bridge.
“So now the focus is whether we can remove enough material [ from the site]
to take the dredged sediments,” Needelman said. “They did a grab sample just
to see what was on the surface. Next they will do a drill core sample and drive
piles in other areas to confirm the boring.” One issue complicating the process
is whether the soils within the selected site are contaminated themselves. If
so, the material taken from the site poses a disposal problem of its own. “The
question is whether it is clean enough to be disposed of at sea. If not, do we put
it back in the CAD cell or create a smaller CAD cell for it?” Needelman said.
Restoring the navigability of Portland’s private and public wharves will not
take place overnight. Still, in an era of confrontation and conflict, the process of
arriving at a solution to a seemingly intractable problem has been remarkably
cordial. “Everyone involved in the process has had a voice, whether its Friends
of Casco Bay, private wharf owners, the Lobster Union. Bill’s done a good job,”
Strout commented.
“We didn’t come to a conclusion and then go to the environmental community
or to lobstermen and ask them what they thought. We went to those concerned
and asked them questions to which we really wanted answers,” Needelman
said. This year, after the sediment study is completed, the project will move
into the permit application phase. “And then, funding,” Needelman said drily.
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CAN SEAWEED PROTECT SHELLFISH FARMS FROM
OCEAN ACIDIFICATION?
by Nichole Price
Shellfish represent 85 percent of Maine’s fisheries landings value, a number
that’s been steadily increasing in recent years due to growth in the lobster and
aquaculture industries. While this trend is forecasted to continue, there is also
growing concern about the impact of increasing ocean acidity, as well as growing interest in finding ways to guard against its effects. This represents a significant challenge to the worldwide aquaculture industry, but we have found that
growing seaweed alongside shellfish may offer a local solution to this global
problem.
Ocean acidification is primarily due to increased absorption of carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere. This change in water chemistry makes it harder for shellfish to grow their shells. Maine is uniquely vulnerable to ocean acidification
from both an environmental and socio-economic perspective, and it was the
first East Coast state to convene a task force to address acidification of its waters and understand the potential impacts on commercially important species.

levels of carbon dioxide inside the kelp
farm, and the kelp was only 14 inches
long at the time. We continued to collect data from inside and outside the
farm until the kelp was harvested in late
spring — at about 14 feet long!
From this initial study, we were able
to clearly detect phytoremediated water within the kelp farm that would
provide better growing conditions for
shellfish. It appears that the strength of
this “halo” is enough to protect against
the level of ocean acidification expected in the Gulf of Maine in the coming
decades, but the presence of the halo is
not necessarily constant over the entire
growth period of the kelp. Our research
revealed that the effect is strongest during the early, rapid growth phase of juvenile kelp and appears to taper off as
the kelp gets larger. While we don’t yet
know why this occurs, it is presumably
due to slower growth rates and microscopic organisms that build up on kelp
and counteract its absorption of carbon
dioxide.

Two-month-old kelp growing
at the Ocean Approved farm
off of Little Chebeague Island.

This year, we set out to repeat and augment the pilot study. We hope our data
will better reveal the size of the halo and the consistency of its strength throughout the growing process. To help answer these questions, we’ve also partnered
with scientists from the University of New Hampshire to conduct a mapping
study around the Ocean Approved farm in March and May of this year.
One of our aquaculture partners is already making use of this research, growing kelp alongside its mussels. As we gather more data and further document
the extent, utility, and practicality of kelp’s phytoremediation potential, we
hope to see use of this technique spread and provide a tool to help ensure the
continued success of shellfish aquaculture in the Gulf of Maine.

Chris Hunt, Melissa Oyola, and Brittney Honish (left to right)
monitoring the CO2 mapping system mounted aboard Bigelow
Laboratory’s research vessel, Charlie’s Sea. All photos by N. Price.

HYDRO-SLAVE
SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

The negative impacts of ocean acidification on shellfish have been well studied, but we don’t yet know where the most vulnerable habitats are in Maine or
which approaches are most effective at mitigating the effects of increased acidity. Without this information, we are investing in an industry without critical
information needed to ensure its longevity and resilience in a changing ocean.
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With the help of the Island Institute and Ocean Approved, Bigelow Laboratory
scientists have been examining the effectiveness of co-culturing seaweed with
shellfish to improve local growing conditions.
Our initial research suggests that many seaweeds, like kelp, actually grow faster in water with elevated levels of carbon dioxide. In effect, the extra resource
acts as a natural fertilizer. As they grow, the kelp absorb the carbon dioxide
– lowering the acidity of the water and making it easier for shellfish to form
their shells. This “phytoremediation” of
the water suggests that shellfish located in close proximity to seaweed farms
would benefit from the effect.
Last year, we took this research out of
the lab and into Ocean Approved’s kelp
farm in Casco Bay. Our goal was to determine if sugar kelp captures enough
carbon dioxide to effectively remediate
local waters from the effects of ocean
acidification.

Paul Dobbins, president of
Ocean Approved, prior to
initial deployment of the
research instruments.

In November 2015, Paul Dobbins, president of Ocean Approved, seeded his
kelp farm lines with young kelp that
was just barely visible to the naked eye.
In January 2016, our team of scientists
deployed instruments to measure key
water quality characteristics, including
carbon dioxide, acidity, dissolved oxygen, salinity, and temperature. We collected data from water inside the farm
and from about 1000 feet away.
The data immediately indicated lower
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MAINE GREEN LINE, ATLANTIC LINK MAY MAKE GULF A BUSY PLACE
by Melissa Waterman

smaller solar energy projects, including two large solar projects in Maine, part
of a package submitted by Ranger Solar of Yarmouth.

Electricity is essential to our current way of life. Everything, from our kitchens
to our offices, requires electricity. The way in which we generate that electricity has significantly affected our world’s climate, plant and animal species, and
ourselves as well. Finding ways to create electricity in a manner that does not
harm the environment has grown in importance in recent decades.

The Maine Green Line would transmit up to 1,200 megawatts of wind and hydro-generated electricity through two direct current cables running 220 miles
across the Gulf of Maine, beginning in Penobscot Bay.

That demand took a step forward in 2016 when the state of Massachusetts
passed H.4568, An Act to Promote Energy Diversity. The legislation authorized
the state to purchase 1,200 megawatts of electricity — specifically hydropower
and on-shore wind generated electricity — each year.

The Atlantic Link would transmit 900 megawatts
of high voltage direct current from a converter
station to be constructed at Coleson Cove, New
Brunswick, to a station at one of two possible
sites in Massachusetts.
Two projects have been proposed to bring renewable electricity to
Massachusetts and other New England states. The first, known as the Maine
Green Line project, calls for construction of a high voltage direct current electric transmission cable to move electricity from western Maine to Plymouth,
Massachusetts. A project of Anbaric Co., the Maine Green Line follows on the
heels of the company’s earlier project, the Vermont Green Line.
The Vermont Green Line was designed to bring electricity generated by HydroQuebec and wind turbines in upstate New York via a submerged cable laid in
Lake Champlain to southern New England stations. The combination of hydropower and wind power means that electricity will be generated all the time,
rather than just when the wind blows. The project was developed in response
to the New England Clean Energy group’s request for proposal, a renewable
electricity initiative of Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island. The
three states rejected the Vermont project last fall, however, instead opting for
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A second project, called Atlantic Link, has been proposed by Emera Corporation
of Halifax, Nova Scotia. The Atlantic Link would transmit 900 megawatts of high
voltage direct current from a converter station to be constructed at Coleson
Cove, New Brunswick, to a station at one of two possible sites in Massachusetts.
Emera is currently building another submerged electric link, from the Muskrat
Falls hydro-electric facility in Labrador to Nova Scotia, which would in turn
connect to the proposed Atlantic Link.
Emera released a request for proposals earlier this year to generate offers for
both production of renewable energy and transmission of that energy through
the undersea cable system. The deadline for submittal was exteneded, according to John Dalton of Power Advisory LLC, which supervises the bid process.
“After the deadline [April 19] we will evaluate the proposals then determine
which is the most attractive,” he explained. “Then we will attempt to negotiate a contract based on that. That will determine who Emera will work with to
submit a proposal to Massachusetts by late July.” The energy contract would be
in place for twenty years; Emera plans to have Atlantic Link operating by 2022.
To generate the financing for such an ambitious project, Emera will use the
twenty-year contract when it goes to lenders to show the stability of its revenue
stream, Dalton said.
Other hurdles stand in its way, however. Transmitting electricity across the
Canadian-U.S. border requires a Presidential permit from the Department
of Energy. Shipping electricity from Canada requires an export permit from
Canada’s National Energy Board. And then there are the numerous state and
federal permits necessary to lay a submerged cable in federal and state waters.

RRT continued from page 1

be further examined at the laboratory and make the arrangements for pick-up
or shipping. Laminated copies of the A.C.E. card were distributed at the Maine
Fishermen’s Forum so lobstermen can keep them close at hand on their boats
or in their wallets. Cards are also available by contacting the RRT.
According to RRT’s leader Deborah Bouchard, manager of the Maine Aquatic
Animal Health Laboratory, “In order to look at the lobster’s susceptibility to disease, we need to rapidly respond to incidence of disease — particularly possible
new and emerging pathogens. Protection of the lobster population is critical
to both the ecosystem and to the thousands of people that rely on a healthy
Rapid Response Team
resource for their livelihood. We must
be able to respond rapidly to lobster
If you find a diseased or
health and environmental crises facing
suspicious looking lobster,
the lobster industry [and part of that
is the ability to] simply diagnose and
remember ACE:
analyze diseased and suspicious lobsters, without being bound by the long
lag-time encountered when trying to
Assess your lobsters
secure grant or state contract funding.”
Dr. Bob Bayer, Team member and
executive director of the Lobster
Institute, notes, “The Team will be
able to respond with solid, scientific
research where the need is the greatest and when the need is the greatest.”
He added that the RRT wants to hear
about, and hopefully see via photos,
all suspect lobster whether they are
legal or not legal for landing. The RRT
has been in communication with the
Maine Marine Patrol and they are
aware that certain suspicious lobsters
may be held on lobster boats pending
RRT analysis, even if they are shorts,
over-sized or eggers.
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Capture a photo

Email or call the Rapid
Response Team at
lobsterinstitute@maine.edu or
207-581-2767
Please don’t throw a
questionable lobster back.
Keep it alive or frozen until it is
assessed by the RRT.

Primary funding for the RRT came through an award from the Lobster
Research, Education and Development Fund, supported by lobster license
plate fees. This allowed the RRT to contract with the Department of Marine
Resources to provide the needed laboratory analysis. For more information,
contact Cathy Billings at the Lobster Institute at 207-581-2751, or email lobsterinstitute@maine.edu.
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ALLIANCE FOR MAINE’S MARINE ECONOMY
GRANTS PROGRAM ANNOUNCED
proved bond monies, the expectation is that program results will be of benefit
not just to the individual award recipient but also the marine economy, and by
extension, the Maine economy.

Press release

The Alliance for Maine’s Marine Economy, in partnership with the Maine
Technology Institute (MTI), is responsible for a coordinating a Capital Grants
Applicants may submit questions in writing about the program up until 5:00
Program to assist traditional fisheries, aquaculture and other seafood-relatp.m. on May 12. Substantive questions and answers will be posted on MTI’s
ed businesses to grow, become profitable, and create jobs by providing up to
website on a rolling basis. Applicants are not required to submit questions,
50% of the costs of capital equipment or related projects and/or to advance
but all questions should be submitthe standards and practices in these
ted in writing so all applicants have
marine industries. Capital grants will
access to the same questions and anbe awarded on a competitive basis to
swers. Submit all questions to Martha
sustain and advance Maine’s marine
Award: From $25,000 to $500,000
Bentley at mbentley@mainetechnoleconomy through business expansion
ogy.org. All FAQs and responses will
and new product development.
Timing: Guided by annual RFP; next deadline is September
be posted by May 13. MTI reserves
15, 2017.
The Capital Grants Program is dethe right to edit questions for brevity,
signed to integrate with the many othclarity, and to cover the same general
Intent: Capital equipment or infrastructure projects within
er funding sources available in Maine
question from several potential apso that complete projects leverage
the marine economy that assist traditional fisheries, aquaculplicants. Any applicant may submit
many of the currently available proture and other seafood-related businesses to grow, become
a 2-page letter of intent via email to
grams that may not directly fund capiMartha Bentley at mbentley@maineprofitable and create jobs and/or advance the standards and
tal and equipment. The program is a
technology.org by 5:00 p.m. on June
practices of these industries.
complementary strategy to the other
9, 2017 to gauge appropriateness of
granting programs of MTI, Maine Sea
project for this funding opportunity.
Grant and the Maine Aquaculture
Please see the RFP (coming soon) for
Innovation Center. The program is a
what the letter should include. For
part of a larger strategy proposed by
more information, visit www.mainetechnology.org/program/alliance-mainesthe Alliance and approved through the Marine Economy and Jobs Bond apmarine-economy-capital-grants-program/
proved by voters in November 2014. Because funds available are publicly-ap-

Alliance for Maine's Marine Economy

Launchpad continued from page 1

Business Support: If you have questions
about starting a new business or expanding
your current business, we can work with you
to build a solid business plan and help you
move forward with your idea.
Island and Coastal Innovation Fund: We
provide flexible and community-focused
loans for entrepreneurs looking for a lender
that understands their community and is
able to provide the business support necessary to make the business successful.
Microgrants for Entrepreneurship and
Community Impact: These are small grants
to businesses intended to help Launchpad
participants access professional development opportunities and/or grow and
strengthen their business

Briana Warner is director
of the Island Institute’s
economic development
office. I.I. photo.

Digital and financial literacy classes: We offer seminars to help groups of fishermen, bookkeepers and businesspeople improve their accounting or advertising skills. We offer free classes like “Quickbooks for Business” or “Social Media
for Business” for island and coastal residents.
Aquaculture Business Development Program: We are currently accepting applications for our program that helps to get fishermen and community members start oyster, mussel or seaweed farms. See our website for more details on
how to apply; applications close at the end of March.
Launchpad program staff have worked with a person starting an island’s only
water taxi, supported a smoked lobster business, helped with business planning for island farmers, worked with seaweed farmers and processors, helped
people get into oyster aquaculture, and worked with many other talented entrepreneurs who are focused on living and working in their communities.
Check our website for more information on our business support programs, or
to subscribe to our Commercial Currents newsletter focused on best business
practices. We are eager to work with any type of island and remote coastal business, so if you are a fisherman looking to diversify or add value to your product,
an innkeeper, a grocery store owner, or a farmer, please give us a call.

Garbo depends on the hard work and
stewardship of Maine lobstermen.

Thank you !
3RXQG5G32%R[+DQFRFN0DLQH
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In the
NEWS
LOBSTERING EXEMPTIONS GAIN TRACTION
In April, the New England Fisheries Management Council voted as its preferred alternative to allow lobster fishing to continue in proposed Downeast
coral protection zones. The Council had spent two years developing proposals
to regulate and protect the coral areas found deep underwater in the northwest Atlantic Ocean. The Council voted 14-1 to ban only mobile bottom tending gear in the two Downeast Gulf of Maine areas where slow-growing, coldwater corals are found. Based on information from the Maine Department of
Marine Resources and individual lobstermen, and testimony from the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association stating a trap ban would cost the industry millions
of dollars, the Council agreed to support an exemption for lobstering in the
coral zones. The proposal will go out for public comment sometime in May. If
approved at the Council’s June meeting in Portland, the exemption would allow lobstering in the Mount Desert Rock and Outer Schoodic Ridge coral protection zones, where Maine officials believe state-based boats land about $4.2
million worth of lobster a year.
MARINE PATROL OFFICER MATTHEW WYMAN HONORED
FOR PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE
Maine Marine Patrol Officer Matthew Wyman has received the 2017 Northeast
Conservation Law Enforcement Chief ’s Award. The award honors a law enforcement official for professional excellence.
Officer Wyman was recognized by Marine Patrol Sergeant Matthew Talbot,
who nominated him for the award for his depth of skill and knowledge and
for his painstaking investigation of violations. Sergeant Talbot highlighted several cases in which Officer Wyman demonstrated exceptional effort and ability. “During 2016 Officer Wyman was instrumental in a lengthy investigation
involving a lobster harvester who was found to be illegally fishing unmarked,
untagged, sunken lobster traps in offshore waters,” said Sergeant Talbot. “In
addition to spending a great deal of time underway, Officer Wyman exhibited
skill in drafting search warrants and managing the technological portion of the
investigation. Officer Wyman also participated in an investigation into a lob-

ster harvester who was found to be scrubbing egg-bearing lobsters. This is an
egregious resource violation and he worked smartly and efficiently alongside
his fellow officers to help build a solid case.”
WHO MAKES THE BEST LOBSTER ROLL?
Portland will host the state’s first Lobster Roll Festival, drawing chefs from
across the country to compete for a new title: World’s Best Lobster Roll. The inaugural event, organized by Down East magazine, will take place at Thompson’s
Point on July 8. A dozen cooks from Maine to California will be selected to compete. Festival participants can vote for the top three rolls, then a panel of judges
will crown the King of the Roll. Food, music and Allagash beer will be part of
the day-long bash. The Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance is proud to be
a benefactor of the event.
GROUNDFISHERMEN MUST PAY FOR ON-BOARD MONITORS
For the second time, a federal court has rejected New Hampshire fisherman
David Goethel’s challenge of the federal government’s legal right to impose the
costs of at-sea monitoring on commercial groundfishermen.In April, the threejudge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals in Boston upheld the July 2016 ruling
by U.S. District Court Judge Joseph Laplante that Goethel and his fellow defendants did not file their lawsuit within the 30-day statute of limitations. In his
July 29 ruling, Judge Laplante also commented on the merits of Goethel’s case,
stating the fishermen’s challenges would have failed even if the lawsuit had
been filed on time. Goethel, a longtime groundfisherman from Hampton, New
Hampshire, and former member of the New England Fisheries Management
Council, filed the original lawsuit in December 2015. Northeast Fishing Sector
13, based in South Dartmouth, was a codefendant.
E.U. TARIFFS REMOVED ON CANADIAN LOBSTER EXPORTS
The Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between Canada
and the E.U. will come into force perhaps as early as May. The final step is the
ratification by the Canadian parliament. Certain seafood items will have zero
duty from the first day of the agreement. Among them are live lobster, monkfish, and scallops. The duty for live Canadian lobster and scallops imported into
E.U. countries has been 8%; it will drop to zero on the day of implementation.

2017 Lobster Boat Races schedule
June 17
Boothbay Harbor Lobster Boat
Races
Info: Ashley Lowrey (207) 633-3915
June 18
Rockland Lobster Boat Races;
Rockland Harbor Breakwater
Info: Dot Black (207) 975-9690
June 25
Bass Harbor Lobster Boat Races
Info: Wayne Rich (207) 244-9623
July 1
Moosabec Reach Lobster Boat
Races; U. S. Coast Guard Station,
Jonesport
Info: Adrian Rittenhouse (207) 5986387
July 9
Stonington Lobster Boat Races;
Town Dock, Stonington
Info: Cory McDonald (207) 664-4525
Genevieve McDonald (207) 266-5113
July 23
Friendship Lobster Boat Races
Info: Robin Reed (207) 975-9826

August 12
Winter Harbor Lobster Boat Races
Info: Chris Byers, (207) 963-7139
August 13
Merritt Brackett Lobster Boat Races;
State Park Restaurant, Pemaquid
Info: Brent Fogg (207) 380-4909
Sheila McLain (207) 677-2100
August 19
Long Island Lobster Boat Races;
Ferry Dock
Info: Lisa Kimball (207) 332-3968
August 20
MS Harborfest Lobster Boat Races;
Portland Yacht Services
Info: Jon Johansen (207) 223-8846
October 14
Awards Banquet & Dinner,
Robinson’s Wharf, Southport Island
Info: Jon Johansen (207) 223-8846
All Races
Sign up: 8 to 9 a.m.
Race start: 10 a.m.
Follow on VHF 10
Exception: Long Island
Sign up: 1-2 p.m.
Race start: 3:00 p.m.
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Don’t forget to check out our expanded calendar at www.mainelobstermen.org. You can
find more information, links, and photos. And let us know if you have upcoming events.
May 3
MLA Directors meeting, 5 p.m., Darby’s
Restaurant, Belfast. FMI: 967-4555.

June 6
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative Board
meeting, 1 p.m., Island Institute in Rockland.
FMI: www.lobsterfrommaine.com.

May 8-11
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
meeting, Alexandria, VA.

MLCA Pizza Fundraiser, Otto Pizza, Portland,
5-9 p.m. FMI: www.mlcalliance.org.

May 11
“Patriot’s Day: How the Storm of the Decade
Changed Our Coast,” 7 p.m., Gulf of Maine
Research Institute, Portland.
May 20
Maine Maritime Museum Community Day, 8
a.m-3 p.m., free admission, Bath. FMI: http://
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org/events/
community-day.
May 24
Shellfish Advisory Council meeting, 10 a.m.,
Ellsworth City Hall.
May 27-28
Alewife Fishladder Festival, Damariscotta Mills.
FMI: https://damariscottamills.org/events_calendar.html.
Upcoming
June 4-9
11th International Conference on Lobster
Biology and Management, Holiday Inn by the
Bay, Portland. FMI: http://www.11thicwl.com

Fresh Bait
from Nantucket Sound ﬁsh weir
You pick up, May, in Hyannis, MA.
$25/tote,
discount for large amounts.
Call: 508-237-5888, 508-542-2077
Email: nsﬂobster@gmail.com

June 7
MLA Directors meeting, 5 p.m., Darby’s
Restaurant, Belfast. FMI:967-4555.
ASMFC Northern Shrimp Section FMP Draft
Amendment 3 Public Hearings, 6 p.m., conference room 118, DMR offices, Augusta. FMI:
624-6553.
June 8
ASMFC Northern Shrimp Section FMP
Draft Amendment 3 Public Hearings, 6 p.m.,
Ellsworth City Hall conference room, Ellsworth.
FMI: 624-6553.
June 20-22
New England Fisheries Management Council
meeting, Portland. FMI: http://www.nefmc.org/
calendar/june-2017-council-meeting.
June 26
MLCA Pizza Fundraiser, Bird Dog Roadhouse,
Cape Elizabeth, 3-9 p.m. FMI: www.mlcalliance.
org.

TOO MANY SEALS
By Melissa Waterman
Steve Smith lives on Otter Creek on the west side of Mount Desert Island. Smith fishes his 76 lobster
traps from a rowboat, hauling by hand throughout the season. His father, his grandfather, in fact,
most of the men in his family going back seven generations have made their living as fishermen,
many in the same location as Smith.
Now in his later years, Smith has fished in the area for decades. He has an intimate knowledge of
Otter Creek and he doesn’t like what he’s been seeing. “The seals have eaten just about everything
there is here, the fish, the little lobsters, everything,” he said.
Two species of seals are prevalent in the Gulf of Maine: grey seals and harbor seals. Harbor seals
have a short, concave snout; in profile their heads look like the heads of dogs. Grey seals reach up to
eight feet in length and are most often recognized by their long, straight snout. Their nostrils look
like the letter “W” versus the “V” shape nostrils of a harbor seal. Because seals are mammals they
are protected from hunting under the federal Marine Mammal Protection Act. According to the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which oversees seal protection under the Act,
they are “opportunistic” eaters, which means that they will eat just about anything.
That’s just what’s happened in Otter Creek Cove, according to Smith. He would like to know if other fishermen along the Maine coast have seen similar infestations of seals close to shore. Allison
Rosner, Marine Mammal Outreach Coordinator at NOAA’s Gloucester office, noted that other or-

The snout of a grey seal, like the juvenile on the left, is shaped like a “W.” A harbor seal, on
the right, has V-shaped nostrils. NOAA photos.

ganizations would like to know as well. “If you have questions about seals, you can call 978-281-9328. Folks might
also be interested in the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute’s Northwest Seal Consortium which engages
fishermen and researchers in collaborative discussions
about seals.” The Consortium’s web site is http://nasrc.
whoi.edu/home.
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NEXT GENERATION OF LOBSTERMEN TAKE PART IN TRAININGS,
PUBLIC HEARINGS AS PART OF LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Participants in the Maine Lobster Leadership
Institute were busy this spring. Top left, Sam
Sewell and Brian Tripp, center, take part in a media training exercise. Top right, Carroll Staples
testifies before the Marine Resources Committee
in Augusta. Bottom left, ( from left) Mike Ross,
Jamien Hallowell, Dimitri Zaiets, Krista Tripp,
Brian Billings and friend Eben Wilson at the
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative exhibit
at the International Seafood Expo in Boston.
MLA photos.

